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Drug Enforcement and
FBI Agent Give Lecture
in ’64 Hall
by Kathy Buscher
In ’64 Hall last Wednesday even
ing, February 5th, a presentation
was given to students by Bob
Hargraves of the FBI and John
Albano, an agent with the DEA
(Drug Enforcement Agency), the
two discussed their jobs, and in
particular how they relate to drugs.
Mr. Albano explained that the
DEA is part of the U.S. Depart
ment of Justice, whose main pur
pose is to enforce substance control
laws and to “ identify, infiltrate,
and immobilize organizations that
are involved in drugs.”
Albano himself is a criminal in
vestigator, but there are others call
ed “ regulatory agents,” who deal
with legal drugs. The drug business
is a big one, and is thus a big pro
blem. As an example: the U.S. im
ports more marijuana and cocaine
that oil. The DEA has joined forces
with the FBI in recent years, and
they are now trying to educate dif
ferent generations. This is in the
The mice problem in Raymond Hall has gotten way out of hand. Here Jim Giano is seen attempting
to make a deal with the alleged leader after interviewing hin on PC’s radio station WDOM. (Photo
by Tom Corrigan)

Colleges Look for Ways to Replace
Gramm-Rudman Losses
Colleges around the country still
aren’t sure how they’ll compensate
for the federal funding they’re
about to lose because of the new
Gramm-Rudman balanced budget
bill.
But more schools soon may be
raising tuition, increasing the
amount they charge students to
process student loans and intensify
their fund-raising efforts, various
officials say.
Under the law, which requires
the government to balance the
federal budget by the start of the
next decade, federal college fun
ding will be cut by some 4.3 per
cent by March 1, 1986.
Further cuts of up to 50 percent
will start in August.

And there may be even further
cuts proposed when President
Reagan unveils his new federal
budget proposal next week.
“There are too many unknowns.
We don’t know what we are up
against until we see the president’s
budget,” says Bob Aaron of the
National Association o f State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges.
Just the initial 4.3 percent cut,
however, translates into a $244
million drop in the amount of
federal student aid monies
available this spring.
Funding of campus research
from the departments of Energy,
Defense, Education, Agriculture
and Health and Human Services

IN SID E...
Read About Herb...
T o read ab o u t Burger King’s big investm ent an d to possibly
win an all expense p aid dinner at M cD onalds o r Burger King,
see the Business section page 7.

Roses
Valentine’s Day is this Friday.
F o r a history o f the rose see the
, Features section page 15.

The Cable Car Cinema
Is there life when Louies is closed? T o find a n interesting alter
native see th e A rts and E n tertainm ent section page 11.

will drop by some $450 million at
the same time.
Making up for those kinds of
losses won’t be easy, officials say.
Many say tuition increases are
inevitable.
At Reed College in Oregon, for
example, tuition rose 8.7 percent
last year, and “ it will probably
have to go up at least that much
next year,” says Larry Large, vice
president for development and col
lege relations at the school.
The college depends on tuition
for about 70 to 75 percent of its
revenues, he says.
Reed, like many other schools in
recent years, also has been using
the interest earned by its endow
ment to loan to students as student
aid.
But because of the huge size of
the coming federal budget cuts,
Large is not sure the school will be
able to continue meeting all student
needs.
“ It (Gramm-Rudman) will real
ly put pressure on endowment and
tuition income,” Large says.
“ We do not have the capacity to
pickup the shortfall in federal aid
cuts,” adds Jon Cosovich, vice
president for development and
communications at the University
o f Michigan.
As a result, “ we are implemen
ting plans to cut spending,” he
adds.
Many schools, other officials
add, may have to stall filling vacan
cies on their staffs and on their
faculties, raise housing fees, and
even cut back the number of
courses they offer if they’re to com
pensate for the Gramm-Rudman
cuts.
Major research schools like
Michigan also will lose research
funding monies it uses to maintain
See GRAMM, pg. 2

hopes of reducing the demand for
drugs—thus reducing the supply.
Albano explained a theory of
drug dealing, in which someone
talks another person into trying a
drug, that person likes it, and then
starts to pay money for it. This new
user than learns he can do it for
free, if he gets some customers. The
amount of money involved in deal
ing can be seen best by some
figures: It costs about $30 to get
one pound of marijuana from Col
umbia, and it can be sold in New
England for $400-$450. Also, it
costs $400 for a dealer to get one
kilo, of cocaine, but $2000 can be
made by selling it. Albano warned
the students that there are strict
laws against the distribution of
drugs, and also for conspiracy in
the selling of drugs.
Much of the lecture was a warn
ing about what drugs can do to the
human body. A film entitled:“ Epidemic! Kids, Drugs, and
Alcohol” was shown. It named
various drugs and explained the
See FBI, pg. 2

Groups Hope to Reform
Recruiting of Law
School Students
Charging law Firms “ distract and
deflect” law students from
academics with “ high salaries and
dig dinners,” administrators now
want firms to help them reform
and revamp the way law students
get jobs by 1987.
The discontent with the way
firms recruit students became ap
parent at the recent American
Association o f Law Schools
convention.
The highest-paying firms don’t
visit many campuses, and many
law students don’t get a crack at the
best jobs, the administrators said.
At the conference, members of
the National Association for Law
Placement (NALP) said firms
generally ignore thousands of
qualified students by focusing on
just a hand ful of schools.
Judges trolling through law
schools to find clerks aren’t much
better, adds Stephen Yandle,
associate dean of Yale Law School.
Firms often court students only
from “ the most prestigious”
schools, figuring they can’t afford
to travel to many campuses or
“ don’t have an effective way to
gather and consider more
resumes,” Yandle says.
While students at some schools
virtually are ignored, students at
the “ prestigious” universities must
cope with intense competition from
classmates and pressure from
recruiters.
“ It creates an adverse impact on
students’ values,” Yandle explains.
“ It suggests students should make
career decisions based on the
highest bidder: who can pay most
and buy the biggest dinner.”
Students try to make themselves
appealing in those ways,” in some
cases by falsifying resumes, he
says. '

Moreover, recruiters disrupt
school work by pulling students out
o f class for interviews, and by not
confining campus visits to a few
specific weeks in the spring, as
NALP has suggested.
But law firms apparently don’t
like the process much, either.
“ Some schools have a rule that
(a firm) has to interview everybody
who signs up,” says Fred Franklin,
director of the American Bar
Association’s legal education
section.
“ If the firm doesn’t have that
much time, (it) won’t .visit the
school.”
But just as some firms overlook
low-profile schools, some students
overlook less glamorous jobs, par
ticularly in the public sector,
laments NALP President Lynn
Strudler, assistant dean o f New
York University’s law school.
“ It’s really hard to get students
in touch with public-interest jobs,”
she says. “ Even students commit
ted to them have a hard time,
because employers won’t have the
money to come to campus or
market themselves.”
Less-moneyed firms have started
their own “ reasonably successful”
reforms, she says.
Some have joined consortia in
which a student interviews for
many firms at one time. Others hire
third party interviewers rather than
spare one of their partners, whose
time is money, Strudler adds.
Other have proposed creating
data banks of resumes and other
information to screen applicants
without having to visit the
campuses.
More and more frequently, 18 or
20 law schools will sponsor regional
recruiting fairs, which reduce
See LAW, pg. 2
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Campus Notes
Class of ’88 News
*Boxer shorts will be sold for
Valentines Day. Send your
sweetheart a pair.
*We will be sponsoring a volleyball
tourney March 8,9 in conjuction
! with meeting Street School.
: ‘ Ideas will be taken for DDWC

shirts. Caricatures, cartoons, or
pictures, send them in.
*Tug-of-War sponsored by Miller.
‘Stag Bash planned for next
September.
‘Calendar for 1986-87 school year.

Class of ’87 News
‘ The Class o f 1987 is planning on '
renting out The Frat House in the
very near future. Shuttles will run
from campus, so keep watch for
details.

‘ There will be a class meeting the
first week we get back from Winter
Break. Committee sign ups will
take place for the Class o f 1987
Commencement Committee.

Lecture
The Greater Providence Chapter , a focus on current folktales of
of the Providence College Alumni
Rhode Island.
Association, the Mai Brown Club,
Tickets for the lecture, which
will sponsor a lecture entitled
begins at 7:30, are $3 per person
“ Superstitions, Folktales and
and include a question and answer
Legends” on Monday, March 3rd,
reception. The event is open to the
Aquinas Hall Lounge. The . public,
audio-visual presentation, offered
For ticket information, call the
by PC’s Dr. Raymond Sickinger, ' Providence College Alumni Office
associate professor of history, will
at 865-2414. The deadline for reserinclude a discussion of the origins
ving tickets is February 28th.
of popular horror tales, along with

Library
Friday, February 14...
* a"1-5 Pm
Sarurday-Monday. February '.5 '.1
Closed
Tuesday-Friday, February 18-21
9 arn-5 pm
Saturday. February 2 2 ................................•
Closed
Sunday. February 23.........................................12 noon-1? midnight
★ COMET from pg. 3
(will interfere until March 4), and
its position in the sky.
From the Rhode Island area,
Halley’s Comet will be very low in
the horizon, so looking for it may
mean having to travel, away from
your yard to a beaefr or similar

place where trees or buildings will
not block your south and southeast
For more information, call the
Roger Williams Park Museum o f
Natural History, Providence.

labs and pay staff.
Cosovich adds state funding in
Michigan, for one, won’t increase
enough to replace what the
Gramm-Rudman cuts will take
away.
He sees tuition hikes as in- •
evitable. “We think there is elastici
ty in tuition.”
And to make it easier for people
to pay higher tuition, more schools
may start lending parents money to
pay for it.
A
few—Bryn
Mawr,
Washington and Penn among
them —already have lending
programs.
“There is no question it’s an in
creasing practice,” says Margaret
Healey, Bryn Mawr’s treasurer.
Healy is confident her school can
make up the difference for cuts in
direct grants, though compensating
for drastic Guaranteed Student
Loans cuts would be more difficult.
Congressional sources indicate
the “ front end fee” students pay
to get GSLs soon will be increased
from five to five and a half percent.
Other observers think small,
private colleges with relatively few
resources and no state legislatures
to help them may not survive all the
Gramm-Rudman cuts.
★ LAW from pg. 1
firms’ travel costs and give students
a chance to meet a wider range of
potential employers.
Broadening students’ oppor
tunities is one o f the American
Association o f Law School’s
(AALSs) main objectives, says
spokeman Dr. Millard Ruud,
whose subcommittee is curently
devising recruiting reforms.
He wants to have the reforms in
place by 1987.
Ruud says judges’ methods of
recruiting cleerks are particularly
ripe for reform. Guidelines in
stituted in 1977 by the Judicial
Conference Board were abandon
ed in 1979 because no one follow
ed them.

Another day, another dollar.
“The problem is one of finding !
★ FBI from pg. 1
a set of guidelines that will get very
substantial conformance from
judges,” he says, adding “ it may
consequences involved i
not be possible.”
But Rudd believes law firms will
A question and answer period
adopt NALP and AALS reforms,
took place, which dealt mainly with
if only for their own good.
aspects of the FBI that students
As for the students, Ruud feels
were curious about. One question
they’d be happy to have the chaotic
involved what it takes to be an FBI
process concentrated into a few
agent. Hargraves explained that
weeks to relieve some o f the
one has to be at least 23 years of
pressure.
age, and be out of college for 3
“ They don’t have a group with
years. An academic background of
experience out there speaking for
languages, law, accounting, and/or
them,” he says. “ They’re willing to
the sciences is recommended. An
play by whatever rule we come up
examination is given to applicants
and each one is interviewed by a
panel. The number of applicants is
high, while the number o f accep
A p artm en t fo r R ent
tances is very low. Therefore, it’s
good to have a background in in
6 rooms, 3 bedrooms. Very nice,
vestigations, and also a specialty
next to college on Huxley Ave.
that makes one stand-out.
Girls only. Call Richard (days)
231-4000, (eves) 274-1328.

ONE-STOP LAUNDRY
WASH • DRY • FOLD SERVICE
$.40/lb. minimum
Charge is $4.80

W eekend
Retreat
March 7,8,9

621-8503
in Exeter, Rl
381 Admiral Street, Providence, Rl
at Eagle Square

ONE-STOP
LAUNDRY

Unwind, Think, Pray,
Have Fun
Cost: $10.00
Sign Up in the
Pastoral Council Office

NEWS
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Fasting
Today is
F or the
Starving
•Thanks to everyone who worked
at the Elderly Dinner and helped
make it a success. •
•There will be a retreat the
weekend o f March 7,8,9 to Exeter,
R.l. Cost is S10.00. sign up in the
Pastoral Council Office.
•Reminder to all that have signed
up to work the Sports Celebrity
Night that it is this Friday, Feb. 14,
from 4:00-10:00 p.m.
•Wednesday of next week is Ash
Wednesday. We are dedicating it as
A Day of Prayer and Fast for
World Peace.

Pastoral
Council

providence College was besieged with snow yesterday. In all six inches fell on the campus. Fortunately
classes were not cancealed. (Cowl photo by Tom Corrigan)

College
Reaffirms Policy
For Bias Suits

Organization Election Dates

TThe procedure for redress of
civil rights complaints has been
reaffirmed by a College affirmative
action committee headed by vice
president for community affairs,
Father Joseph L. Lennon,'O.P.
An employee, faculty member or
student who believes that he or she
has been discriminated against on
grounds of race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin, should first
discuss “ his complaints with the in
dividual in charge of the area in
which the alleged discrimination
occured.”
The committee stated, “ If the
aggrieved person is not satisfied
with the immediate supervisor or
superior, within two weeks he may
consult with the affirmative action
and/or Title IX officer who shall
make a preliminary investigation
and attempt to resolve the com
plaint through informal means.”
If still not satisfied, the person
“ may file a formal complaint in
writing with the chairman of the
discrimination hearing board
within 60 days after the employee,
faculty member, or student knew
or should have known of the facts
giving rise to his complaint.”

N om ination Period

Election Day

Executive B oard
C la ss
O ffic e rs
R epresentatives

W ed. M arch 5-Fri. M arch 7

Thurs. M arch 13

an d

BOP
C o r p o r a tio n
B oard
C o m m u te r
Boards

and

and

M-F 8:30 am - 7 pm
Saturdays & Sundays 1-G pm
Term Papers - Resumes - Business ,
Letters 50 cents each in quantities |

© PSP"!!

R esid en t

m S essio n a l

Typist-done

I

Writers’ Block Cured
Send $2 for catalog of o .t ,
,
topics to assist your writing efforts and
help you defeat Writers’ Block. For in
fo, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-5745.
(In Illinois, call 312-922-0300.) Authors’
Research, Rm. 600-N, 407 S. Dearborn,
Chicago, IL 50605.

WE’RE YOUR
TYPE
421-0401

M on. M arch 17-Wed. March
. 19

Tues. M arch 25

W ed. M arch 19-Fri. M arch 21

T hurs. A pril 10

W ed. A pril 4-Fri. A pril 11

T hurs. A pril 17

A th le tic

A hearing will be heard within 30
days after that written complaint is
.filed, by the hearing board. The
complaintant may have a represen
tative or attorney at the hearing.
The board will then make a
recommendation to the president
of the College, who acts on those
recommendations within 10 days.
The above procedure is for cur
rent employees, faculty members
and students.
Prospective members of the PC
community may file a complaint
with the affirmative action and/or
Title IX officer, who will then
report his findings to the “ ap
propriate appointing officer.”
Where necessary, the affirmative
action and/or Title IX oficer will
bring hi report to the attention of
the president of the college.

East Side
TYPING
SERVICE

Open 7 Days
190 Angell Street
421-7080

O rganization

W ed. A pril 16-Fri. A pril 18

T hurs. April' 24

H alley’s Comet
Visible

H appy
Valentine's
Day

Please Note.
The Department of Business Ad
ministration is now accepting ap
plications from students wishing to
declare either a Business major
(Accounting, Business Administra
tion, Finance or Marketing) or
enrolling in the Business Studies
Program.
Applications are available in
Koffler 109, Monday through Fri
day, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The deadline for all applications
is Friday, March 14,1986. NO EX
CEPTIONS WILL BE MADE. It
is very important that you abide by
this deadline- otherwise you will be
unable to register with other
business majors.

On February 9, Halley’s Comet
reached its closest approach to the
sun (perihelion). On that date it
was just 55 million miles from the
sun, closer than the planet Venus.
Because of its proximity to the
sun, Halley’s Comet will be lost in
the solar glare until late in the
month.
On February 24, Halley’s Com
et will emerge from the sun’s in
fluence, and will just barely be visi
ble in the east-southeast. Because
the Comet is travelling away from
the sun, it will rise tail-first.
From that morning on, Halley’s
Comet will rise a little earlier each
morning; unfortunately, two fac
tors may make seeing it rather dif
ficult: the presence of the Moon
See COMET, pg. 2

The masses will be as follows:
In Aquinas Chapel: 9:35, 10:35,
11:35 A.M . There will be no 4:30
p.m. mass in Aquinas Chapel on
Ash Wednesday. It will be
celebrated in ’64 Hall.
I n ’64 Hall: 12:30 p.m. and 4:30
There will be a candle light mass
for peace to conclude the day of
fast and prayer in Aquinas Chapel
at. 10:30 p.m.
Ashes will be distributed at all
the masses.
Communal Penance service and
distribution of ashes .in Aquinas
Chapel at 7:00 p.m.
*Ash Wednesday Fast:
Ash Wednesday is a day o f strict
fast (that is one full meal and two
that do not exceed the amount of
food for the full meal that day),
and abstinence from meat for all
adults (21 to 59).
You are asked to skip a meal this
day and to donate the money to the
needy.
If you live on campus, your meal
money will be turned over to this
fund. You will be asked at the
evening meal on Tuesday at Ray
mond Cafe.
If you live off campus, the
money you wish to donate, please
drop off at the Chaplain’s office or
the Pastoral Council office in
Slavin 116 or 115.
The money will go to needy and
starving people in Peru, Pakistan,
and for local emergency needs of
people in the Providence area. PC
students have been generous in the
past, and so you are asked once
again to think of others. Thanks
and God Bless You.

R E C E P T IO N IS T S N E E D E D
in the Pastoral Council Office
Sign up for an hour in the
Pastoral Council Office,
Slavin 115
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EDITORIALS
We Would Like to Get
To Know You
Providence College has a new adm inistration this year under
th e direction o f P resident Jo h n F abian Cunningham , O .P .
Along with th e new adm inistration, the role o f executive vice
president has varied slightly.
T he Executive Vice President, F ath er O ’Shaughnessy, is to
act as the p resident’s right hand m an. T hat is, n ot to assist
F ather C unningham —but to actually share in his respon
sibilities. This is to help the president o f P C with all o f his
responsibilities.
If F ather C unningham ’s presence is requested o r needed at
a certain place at a certain tim e, F ath er O ’Shaughnessy can
take his place and be considered th e same.
As students under the leadership and guidance o f Father
C unningham we w ould like to see him m ore o n a daily^weekly
basis o n cam pus.
Obviously he is an extrem ely busy m an b ut he is the presi
dent o f o u r college—Providence College. W ithout students—
there would be no such institution.
New leadership means new policies and new ideas. Hopefully
m ore interaction with students o n a personal level—teaching,
luncheons, walking through cam pus in the afternoon (especially
during springtim e)—will be included in the new policies o f
President F ath er John C unningham .
W e w ant to get to know you— not only as a president but
as a friend and leader.

Altered Calendar
The academ ic calendar fo r the 1986-1987 school year has
been adjusted for second semester.
Next year, C hristm as vacation will last one m ore week, which
will m ake one m onth o f vacation in between semesters.
T he Spring Break will be from F ebruary 28-M arch 8, not
during Easter. This is so students will have vacation when m ost
other colleges a n d universities do.
During Easter, we will have 5 days o ff April 16-20 (ThursdayM onday).
It was decided th at vacations were too close together and
did n ot help w ith students’ m otivation, especially after Spring
Break.
It has not been decided w hether this idea o f changing the
semester vacations will be policy, but it will take effect next
year.
T he policy is before the faculty /sen ate a nd will be voted on
soon, if anyone objects, the policy will not be official.

Would You Like to See Father
Cunningham Around Campus More?
Photos by Bill Dwyer
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Monica Loughran ’87
Yes I realize he is busy, but I would
like to see him more around
campus.

Dan Flynn ’87
Yes, more available to the offcampus student.

Je ff McCarthy ’86 and WJ
McDaid Jr. ’87
We would definitely like to see
more of him around campus, as
well as becoming more active in the
PC social life perhaps making an
appearance at a local bar or offcampus party.

Mike Abela ’86
If he got more involved with things
on campus, he might be able to ad
just his policies according to the
student needs.

Dan McLaughlin ’87
Father Cunningham is doing a fine
job representing the school
academically but I don’t see public
relations in his personality.

Roberta Florena ’87
Yes, I would like to see him around
to say Hi and be able to get to
know him.
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COMMENTARY---Letters
Shocking Headline
Dear Editor:
I am writing to comment on your
front-page story entitled “ State
Plans to Establish a Mental Home
on Smith Street...” The headlines
themselves were shocking. The
phrase “ M ental H om e’’ is
stigmatizing and insulting to those
individuals suffering from mental
illness.
The most critical issue facing in
dividuals leaving the states’ institu
tions is where to live. It is,also pro
bably one o f the most sensitive

issues for a community to respond
to . “ Sure it’s fine for the mental
ly ill to live in the community as
long as they don’t live next to me”
is a prevalent and harmful attitude.
The whole country is confronted
with the homeless population,
many who are mentally ill.
One of the responsibilities of a
newspaper is to cover timely sub
jects objectively and with insight
into implications o f publicantion.
Please become informed of and
report on both sides regarding
housing for the mentally ill.
Virginia Perelson

Headline Justified
Dear Editor:
There was an excellent story in
the January 22, 1986 issue by
Rosemary Cipolla. The following
week, however, it was criticized.
The story was about the propos
ed group home for mentally disabl
ed adults. Ms. Clarkin objected to
that. Now you can call it a home
for old vaudevillians if you want
to, but the State itself called it as
it was. I’ve enclosed a few copies
o f clippings from our local paper
and each one says the same thing.
Mental Home. It’s a dead issue
now, denied because o f conflict on
interests. Since she feels so strong
ly about it perhaps Ms. Clarkin will

be elated to know there may well
be a hoe for, forgive me, severely
retarded males, near the college.
If you will permit a personal
observation, I met a few “ dogooders” who were strong ad
vocates of mental health and group
homes, as long as they were not
next door to them.
And this is for you kids. You are
lucky to be at a fine college in a
really wonderful neighborhood.
We can all be friends. I was en
chanted by Rosemary, and I know
there are many more like her, boys
too, at Providence College.
Mrs. Albert A. Spirito

Paranoid?
Little Johnny Smith was just
another American kid. A round
chubby face with two blue eyes that
sunk in like couch buttons, Johnny
loved to smile. Johnny had a
mother, a father, a baby sister and
an older brother Billy. Billy was in
the fifth grade and he loved to pick
on little Johnny.
Johnny’s father, Bill Sr., was a
high school science teacher in the
next town over. Everyday he drove
to work in his 1979 Ford Granada
and listened to his AM radio. Mrs.
Smith was prom queen in ’63 and
now worked at the bank three days
a week as a teller. Married seven
teen years, the Smith’s were happy.
Bill, Barbara, Billy Jr., Johnny,
and baby sister Libby, lived in
Westchester. They had a nice three
bedroom Tudor with a big elm tree
in the front yard. But unlike their
neighbors, th<?Smiths didn’t sleep

in their house, instead they slept in
a lead cement bomb shelter in the
back yard. And unlike other kids
on the block, Billy and little
Johnny didn’t wear LaCosta shirts
and Levis to school, but instead
AEC (Atomic Energy Commission)

Joseph
Whelan
jump suits. They carried gas masks
in their lunch boxes and all their
schoolmates thought they were
freaks. Other kids parents said the
Smiths were “ paranoid” , what
ever that meant. And then Reagan
and Gorbachev had an argu
ment... BOOM!

Immigrants in Search of land of
Opportunity
Before 1 could write this column
I had to call my parents in Florida.
I had to ask if I could write that my
maternal grandfather, seemingly
the storied immigrant of American
mythology, tried to abandon his
family. After coming to America,
he was pressured by relatives here
to do the right thing. Only reluc
tantly did he send for his wife and
children. That’s how my mother
came to America.
My paternal grandfather was
hardly a mythmaker, either. He,
too, came to the United States with
a promise to make enough money
to send for his family. He, too, let
time slip by until the women he had
left behind—an arranged marriage
in any case— must have seemed
less and less attractive. Under
pressure from relatives, he too
finally sent money for the passage.
I cite these stories from my own
family lore by way of saying that
the behavior now associated with
' inner-city blacks has been seen
before. I raise it, further, with the
absolute confidence that what was
true for my family was true for
many others. You don’t have to go
' back far in any family, especially
one that was once poor, to find the
relative who went out for a pack of
cigarettes and never came back. In
time, the kids called a different
man “ daddy.”

It is important to dredge up the
worst o f your family’s history
because increasingly people are,
citing the apparent disintegration
of the poor black fmily as proof
that there is something awfully
wrong with young black men—
something in the genes.
In a Playboy magazine article,
Hodding Carter III quotes a fellow
guest at a Washington dinner par
ty assaying, "You have to face the
fact that some people are cultural
ly and genetically unsuited for

Richard
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democracy." I have heard the same
sort of thing. This so-called facing
of the facts in nothing new. When
enough “ fact” gets faced, people
wind up getting lynched.
The awful truth is that no one
can totally explain what is happen
ing to the poor black family. No
one really knows the precise cause
of the high rate of out-of-wedlock
births, or if there is only one cause.
There are studies to show that
welfare is a factor, studies to show
that is not, and guesses at what
would happen if (as some have sug
gested) welfare were abandoned
altogether. Like the archetypal im

migrant family where one son
becomes a cop and another a
crook, there is no explaining why
welfare laundhed many blacks in
to the middle class and kept others
hooked on the dole.
Of course, it’s too simple to
compare my grandfathers with
ghetto kids of today. They have
come from different cultures, dif
ferent eras and, besides, my grand
fathers reluctantly wound up doing
what’s called “ the right thing.” (A
cousin, though, did not; the fami
ly he left behind in Europe even
tually perished in the Holocaust.)
Many others—as countless of the
poor have always done—
abandoned their families, raising
new ones whose decendants mow
make sanctimonious remarks
about the innate immorality of
blacks.
If ghetto youth and my grand
fathers had something in common,
it was that economics played a role
in their thinking. My grandfathers
struck out for America thinking life
here would be better for them. It
wasn’t. It was worse and one of
them never found work that lasted.
The family, that he was not allow
ed to abandon, eventually came
apart anyway—a wife dead, a
daughter sent to live with relatives
and two boys put into an
orphanage.
★ IMMIGRANTS
continued to pg. 6
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Full ID Policy Must Go
Back in October, 1 said that I
wasn’t in favor of coed dorms
because I felt that the security for
the girls would be sacrificed and
that renovations would add a lot of
money to our room and board bill.
And while security should be the
main concern in any women’s
dorm, there is nonetheless a border
between safe and ridiculous. The
full ID policy is ridiculous!
Under the current plan, a male
has to present his card to the desk
person, have him phone the student
he wants to see, and leave his iden
tification in the card catalog. The
advantages of this rule exist
because a desk person would
always know who is in the dorm in
the event of an emergency, and it
makes it easier for RA’s to detect
the second deadly sin: wandering.
What is lost in this maximum
security policy, which is outdone
only by the AC1, is privacy. The
rule book is very strict about not
letting anyone look in the card box^
but 1 took over for one o f those
uniformed guards two weeks ago,
and the guy was laughing so hard
that I thought he’d have a cardiac
siezure. “ See this card,” hesaid,“ I’ve been here six hours and
it’s been up before 1got here, Heh

Ha Ha Ha, must be a really great
movie on, Hee Ha Ha. ” It was the
biggest kick he got since the Thurs-.
day night bowling league.
Residents should never be sub
ject to this kind o f scrutiny. When

Joe
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this policy was drawn up I’m sure
that it was done with the best in
terest of the girls in njind. But no,
one, whether they are being paid
minimum wage to sit at a desk or
not, should have access to who is
visiting a student at her private
residence. Isn’t it bad enough that
we have regulations telling us how
many posters and electrical ap
pliances we can have in our rooms?
“ No,” says the residence office,
"now we must know exactly who
is going to be upstairs Looking at
those posters an who exactly may
tempt a young lady to use extension
cord for her popcorn machine.”
Why is it a bigger pain in the but
to get into Aquinas than Louie’s?
I don’t know. I certainly don’t
know why the desk people have to
interrupt a couple’s privacy at

11:55 p.m. either. This is the se
cond week of February, I think the
girls have been living in their dorms
long enough to know When
parietals are over. As far as being
reminded that they are over in five
minutes, all I can say is that if they
can’t tell time they shouldn’t be in
college. 1 live in Fennell, even we
know when it’s midnight.
The full ID policy does; not
eliminate visitation violations, the
RA’s are technically supposed to
wait until 12:30 a.m. by the desk,
even after the card box is empty.
So why bother holding-ID cards?
If anyone tries to sneak down an
hour later, the desk person will be
there. Even the guard who comes
in at 10:30 can ask if anyone is in
the building, so there is little chance
of violating the rules without being
fined.
The revoking of the full ID
policy would be a positive move.
Not only would it give a more plea
sant greeting to visitors, but it
would give a much greater amount
of privacy to the women in the
college.
Joe Devine is a member o f the class
o f '89 and a business administra-

Rents, Grinds and Earth Pigs
College campuses are notorious
for creating and utilizing a certain
language and lingo intelligible to
only select members of the select
college com m unity. W ords,
phrases, and sentences by students
change so fast these days it seems
that older generations, adults, may
feel at an utter loss communicating
with students—or understanding
their motives for such “ style.”
Therefore I feel an .obligation and
appropriation to educate and
humor those non-student members
by analyzing the latest conversa
tion. And, to those who are
. students, contained here within, are
more of the latest lingo.
To make the transition from
normal, accepted words to abnor
mal unaccepted words for you ig
norant readers easier, perhaps we
should begin with normal, accep
table words from William Safire—
whom you might derive a security
from, in this new world of encryp
tion. Mr. Safire writes, every Sun
day, a column “ On Language” in
the New York Times Magazine.
Mr. Safire used to write speeches
for President Nixon. He has
broken the code (ha! ha!). He
receives submissions from moles
(you certainly know he wrote for
Nixon) on a dozen college cam
puses who report to, of all things,
the Nonce World Institute. There,
latest communications between
yesterdays’ “ wimp’s and today’s
squid can be analyzed.”
Consider the following phrase
which can be heard ringing in, say,
. the Winthrdp House of Harvard,
or the McDermott Hall of PC:
“ The rents will pay for the
shwench’s za.” Jeepers. This
sounds like a fusion between
. English, Greek, and Hebrew. The
key to understanding such an anar
chy of consistent English is “ sup
plied to the NWI by Jon Pelson of
Dartmouth College. It is the.
elimination of first syllables in
' post-teen speech, which I [Safire]
refer to as 'gauge. "T h e technique
here and for many other examples
is “ used on verbal phrases as well
as single words.”
Rents, then, is really the clipped
version of parents. The word (is it
really a word?) 'za requires more
thought.
Mr.
Safire
in 
quires,“ What is the food, most
consumed by college students that
ends with the syllable 'za? Pizza,
o f course, with the za pronounced
as ‘tsuh’.” The collegiate creation
o f ’shwench is infinitely more
sophisticated. Obviously it is the
lost syllable o f some college word.
But there is no English word (nor

any language) ending in 'shwench.
We must try a new approach. Mr.
Safire says, “ Let us assume that
wench is a current sexist way of
making a masculine or neuter noun
apply to women. We can
hypothesize that 'shwench is a
feminine form of 'shmen. From
this breakthrough, we can then ask
what word used frequently by
sophomores has 'shmen as its lost
syllable? ‘Freshmen’.”
The decoded message would
read as “ My mother and father will
underwrite the cost of providing
this Italian pie to this first-year
woman student.” Easy as, well,
pie.
Hopefully now you too can
become a stellar analyst in college
slang. But even for professionals
like Mr. Safire, and I suppose, like,
me, some words change their
meaning quite rapidly. Take", for
instance, the word grind. Back in
1856 according to the Collection o f
College Words and Customs it
meant something students had to
learn
which required
an
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unpleasantness or difficulty to per
form, as a grind. In 1897 it refer
red to a studnet who kept aloof
from usual activities. By 1900 a
new century brought two meanings
to the word. It meant either a hot
dog or if a student worked hard the
night before an exam, a cram.
Grind has given way to tool, evolv
ing to power fool. And, consider
ing this generation’s obsession with
technology, a new phrase has made
its appearance: Black and Decker.
It “ is the name of a company that
manufactures power tools; conse
quently a mid-nigh-oil-burning
scholar is being referred to on some
campuses as Black and Decker. ”
Imagine that. I always thought
technology’s purpose was to im
prove m ankind via certain
“ machines.” It even tries to aid in
our ability to communicate! I guess
my roommate should be designated
as a hack-saw, then, because he is
renown for studying the last possi
ble hour cutting close his chances
for survival while riding the ragg
ed edge o f disaster.
It is interesting to note that grind

has many synonyms at various
campuses. At UMichigan grind is
a gunner, the gunner of Michigan
is the squid o f Wesleyan, the super
strap of Bucknell and throat of
Tufts, and, finally grub Columbia.
N aturally, and inevitably,
members o f one sex each have cer
tain words and descriptions of
words for the opposite sex. “ Some
of us spend spare time lurking or
idly ogling members o f the opposite
sex...” At PC this is scoping. Ah
yes, PC. Even PC uses a popular
word known to us students as
scooping. Originally, as a native
New Yorker and high schooler, 1
thought scooping was the innocent
act of scooping ice-cream from a
barrel at a local Carvel. So did
most intelligent folks. I can envi
sion a poor college students telling
his rents he scooped a girl. Oh my.
The poor student would probably
receive a few whacks—or worse
still.
Those members who attract
members of the opposite sex are
untouchable or tough. Sadly, those
undesirables who do not attract,
are, I’ve been informed, scorned as
gumbo, dork and, are you ready,
earth pig— the “ last corruption of
earth matter.” Why not horror
show?
“A time-honored preoccupation
o f students is drinking and throw
ing up,” claims Mr. Safire. What
used to be called leaded, piffled,
soused, and plastered is now ham
mered, polluted and kravesened.
" The direct result o f such assault
on the body used to be worshipp
ing o f the porcelain Gods. Now
that is laughing at the carpet and
talking to Ralph on the big white
phone. "A n d , get this, the latest—
showing " originality
and
vividness”—-is: the technicolor
yawn.
After reading such contamina
tions of everyday, accepted, com
munication you might come to ask
a startling question: “ W htkindof
education are college students to
day receiving and why such an ex
istence o f words?” The answer has
a certain simplicity compared with
the complexity of the words. It be
ing: Students today are showing a
bold intiative at creation and
development and, more precisely,
they are deriving a security from a
shared culture safe from adults.

Youth Today Experience
Faith
Youth today are experiencing a
crisis of faith. But not youth alone.
This crisis cuts across all age levels.
A man in his mid-forties confesses
he cannot help wondering from
time to time, as he attempts to
pray, “ if there is really anyone up
there listening to me.” Gallup
pollsters tell us that Americans (61
percent) feel that religion is losing,
its hold on people.
Now a few find it hard to iden
tify themselves as Catholic, Protes
tant or Jew, and find it harder still
to explain what these terms mean,
even though they-still permit the
letters P, C, or J to be placed, for
convenience sake, on their hospital
identification tag.
This crisis of religious identity is
further complicated by the growing
secularization o f the Gospel
message. C hrist said: “ My
kingdom is not of this world.”
Reacting against the former
tendency of Christians to spurn the
world, the faithful are tumbling
over themselves in frantic embrace
o f secular values. In their rush to
get out into the marketplace, to be
“ where the action is,” they are
genuflecting before the cosmos.
They want to root out poverty,
banish inequity, establish peace on
earth. The emphasis has shifted
from the other world to this world.
Then there are cataclysmic
changes in devotional life. Parish
activities are losing out in competi
tion from TV and other recrea
tions, Sunday Mass sees less of the
old and even lesser o f the young,
regular confession has been scrap
ped as a pious relic. Adults, con
fused about what is sinful by
preachings of an “ all-you-need-islove” theology, project upon youth
their bewilderment concerning
what is right and wrong.
The dictionary defines crisis as
“ an emotionally significant event”
or “ a radical change o f status in a
person’s life.” Thus a crisis of faith
signifies either conversion to God,
that is, a falling away from the pro
fession and practice o f religion.
The French au th o r, Joly,
remarks: “ Faith must be tried.
Whether we have grown up as a
Catholic or whether we have lived
in an atheistic environment, sooner
or later we must be converted to
God...The normal age at which this
happens is between eighteen and
twenty-five.”
This hour of decision does not
occur as a chance event, as a “ deus
ex machina,” but comes at the end
o f a slow process o f maturing—a
maturing that is made up of a much
groping, reflection and effort, and
of all sorts of failures as well—like
a fruit that falls from a tree after
a long history o f rain, wind, sun
shine and night.
For some people, the crisis may
be dramatic. Recall the dramatic
conversions of Ignatius Loyola and
Francis of Assisi.
At the height o f the crisis, one’s
whole being gathers its forces,
taughtens and surrenders itself in

an act of humble faith; or on the
contrary, rises in an act of refusal
and concludes that God does not
exist. Simone De Beauvoir explains
her abandonment o f religion as a
young girl: “ It dawned on me that
God no longer intervened in my
life, so I concluded that he had
ceased to exist for me.”
For most young people,
however, conversion to God, or
lapse from faith, more commonly
take the form of a subtle, gradual
development.
Many young adults, today, are
so preoccupied with the immediate,
concrete concerns of getting ahead
at work or in school, or getting
married and raising a family, that
little time is left for consistent
reflection and prayer and so their
faith is shallow. For them, the ex
plicit abandonment of the faith will
not come as a decision at the end
o f a painful crisis of conscience,
but as the effecctive recognition of
the absence o f God in their life. “ I
live as though God does not exist.
God counts for nothing in my life.
Therefore, he does not exist.”
Whenever the evolution of the
life of faith has been relatively easy,
successful and unmarked by major
crises, there are certain elements
that play a decisive role: the young
adult receives an education in
which there is a judicious blend of
authority and freedom: he prays,
comes from a genuinely religious
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family and associates with people
who prize the same religious values
that he does; he has become involv
ed in activities to which he devotes
time and energy working for the
welfare o f others, and which
challenge his creative freedom and
desire for responsibilty.
Whether the crisis of faith in
youth is violent or relatively mild,
the young person longs for values
and ideals to help horn cope with
reality. The physical, emotional
and social needs of maturing youth
should be complemented on the ra
tional level by a healthy spritual
orientation, a philosophy of life
that makes God central in all the
varying circumstances of his life.
In this matter of religious growth
the family is crucial. CCD classes
or Catholic schooling cannot make
up for parental negligence. Yet too
often family commitment to
religious belief is weak. Family
prayer is rare, God is “ visited” on
ly on Sunday and the religious im
plications'of current events and
personal behavior are seldom
discussed. Yet parents wonder why
their youngster abandon religious
practice or reach adulthood with
only a weak replica o f their
childhood religion.
Father Lennon, O.P. is Vice Presi
dent o f Academic Affairs fo r Pro
vidence College.

* IMMIGRANTS, from pg. 5
Things change, but they also re
main the same. The lifestyle of
poor urban blacks is also product
o f culture and economic reality unemployment, poverty and, yes,
it’s intended antidote, welfare.
Whe people are poor, when they
simply can not cope with life, they
behave in ways that may be im
moral but that make sense to them.
This is not how blacks behave; it
is how people behave. The “ gene”
for immorality is carried within us
all.
In a different era, people
wondered about men like my
grandfather. They said their pover

ty and exotic ways were in their
“ b lo o d .”
The
American
mythology of immigrant success
later washed over the dismal reali
ty and cleaned it up. But the harsh
truth is that the poverty that
ravages the poor black family of
today also blighted the white poor
of yesterday—maybe not identical
ly, maybe not as extensively, but
certainly as tragically. When it
comes to immorality, the house we
all live in is made of glass. Throw
stones at your peril.
Richard Cohen is a member o f
Washington Post Writers Group
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BUSINESS
Business
News
Summary
Week o f Feb. 3-16
Editor's Note: Due to unfor
tunate circumstances Tuesday's
summary was unavoidable.
Wednesday, February 5, 1986
’ Stop & Shop Go. is refusing to
participate in Proctor & Gamble
Co.’s latest promotion in which
diamonds, sapphires, emeralds,
and garnets are packaged in some
of the P&G products. The super
market chain is afraid o f shoppers
tearing open the packages in search
of prizes.
' ’ The Senate approved the sale of
' Consolidated Rail Corp. (Conrail)
. to Norfolk Southern Corp. If the
sale is also approved by the House,
where it meets much opposition,
the combination will form the
largest railroad in the country.

Thursday, February 6, 1986
’Texaco Inc. has put $1 billion in
stock of its Canadian subsidiary as
security for an appeal in the case
with Penzoil Co.
’ Rockefeller Group Inc. announc
ed its agreement to sell its radio and
television stations to Wesray
Capital Corp. Outlet Communica
tions Inc. of Providence, owned by
the Rockefeller family.
Friday, February 7, 1986
’The Dow Jones industrial average
closed above the 1600 mark yester
day for the first time. This increase,
as well as other financial markets
increases, projects a positive
economic upswing for 1986.
’ Colgate-Palmolive agreed to sell
Etonic Inc. to Tretorn AB of
Sweden. The sale of the Brockton,
MA athletic shoe Subsidiary is part
of a restructuring plan announced
last summer by Colgate.
’ Mexico’s President Miguel de la
Madrid announced that payment
o f the country’s S96.4 billion
foreign debt will need restructuring
due to the rapid drop in oil prices.
Saturday, February 8, 1986
’Moody’s Investors Service Inc.
lowered credit ratings for AT&T
because o f the "slow progress in
meeting profitability goals.” The
lower rating will make it more ex
pensive for AT&T to borrow
money.
’ Crude oil prices increased again
for the third straight day, but the
prices are still a third lower than
they were at the beginning of the
year.
•Wells Fargo and Co. and Crocker
National Corp., both California
finance companies, agreed to a
merger with Wells Fargo and Co.
paying $1.1. billion to buy 100 per
cent interest in Crocker,
Sunday, February 9, 1986
•Due to the falling popularity of
the Cabbage Patch line, Coleco In
dustries Corp is planning on expan
ding into four major lines. This will
lessen the burden on the Cabbage
Patch line, the only one left after
the termination of the ADAM per
sonal computer line and the Coleco
video games line last year.
•The volume of international len
ding is now led by Japanese banks
at $639.6 billion at the end oT last
September compared with U.S.
banks at $580.3 billion.

Government Surplus Store

A Consumer Heaven
Many consum ers may be
unaware that the federal govern
ment can be one of the better places
to shop for good values. Values on
a range o f products that shopping
malls can’t match.
The U.S. General Services Ad
ministration (GSA), the federal
government’s multi-billion dollar
business manager, conduct about
1,000 surplus property sales nation
wide every year featuring items no
longer needed by the government.
Sale merchandise includes prac
tical items that are useful around
the house, such as furniture, ap
pliances, laundry and cleaning sup
plies and equipment, paint, hand
tools, electronic gear, and photo
equipment. Some sales feature
more exotic items—ideal for that
hard-to-buy-for person on
everybody’s gift list—like electric
generators, polar ice breakers, or
portable missile launching pads.
The most popular item is what
the government refers to as
“ vehicles.” Last year GSA sold
some 34,000 of them—cars, station
wagons, light trucks, and other
special-purpose vehicles, ii. 'uding
vans—at public auctions. The vehi
cle sales brought proceeds of
$54,000,000 to the government,
most o f which was used to
replenish the governm ent’s
automotive fleet. The balance went
into the U.S. Treasury’s coffers.
GSA sells surplus government
property to the general public by
competitive bid, using one of three
methods. In all cases awards are
made to the highest responsive bid
der. No preference is given to in

dividuals, dealers, or groups, in
cluding veterans and religious
organizations.
At the traditional auction, an ex
perienced GSA auctioneer “ cries”
the sale, offering merchandise

“Last year GSA sold more
than 34,000 cars, station
wagons, light trucks... ”
item-by-item, taking bids from the
audience. At “ spot-bid” sales,
written bids are accepted as each
item is presented for sale. The
“ sealed bid” sale is an offering
made by mail and bids are opened
in public.
Successful bidders cannot
remove any property until they pay
for it in full—in cash, • money
orders, traveler’s checks, cashier’s
checks, personal checks with infor
mal bank letters guaranteeing pay
ment, credit union checks, or U.S.
Treasury checks.
The condition o f the merchan
dise varies. Some items may be in
excellent condition, while others
may need repair or have value on
ly for salvage or scrap. GSA in
forms prospective bidders when an
item is deficient, but the agency
also cautions would-be buyers to
inspect items before making bids.
Ample inspection periods are pro
vided in advance of all sales for the
convenience and benefit of the
shopper.
GSA generally replaces cars and
other vehicles in the government’s
fleet after six years or 60,000 miles.
The vehicles are maintained con-

Burger King’s Big
Investment
by T. Bearlein
By now everyone has heard
about “ Herb.” He’s the faggy
looking nerd who hadn’t tried a
flame broiled whopper until just
before Superbowl Sunday. “ Herb”
is Burger King’s marketing play to
take away McDonald’s standing as
#1 in the fast food industry.
Herb will be making a visit at
one Buger King per state, offering
the first person to spot him $5000.
All the other people in the store will
receive a free whopper and Pepsi,
and possibly have a chance at win
ning a grand prize o f one million
dollars. This is the largest
marketing scheme employed by
Burger King in the history of its ex
istence. An alleged 40 million
dollars has been spent on this
campaign.
Burger King has definitely seen
an increase in profits since Super
bowl Sunday with everyone wan
ting a chance at the $5000 and even
the possibility o f winning the one
million dollars. All this...just for
being at the right place at the right

A perfect example of this was
evidenced at the Burger King on
Westminster this past week.
Usually, the lunch crowds consist
of approximately 10-30 booths filled
and 10 free tables. This week there
wasn’t a free booth, or table to be
found. There were people waiting
for one of either to become
available. No such luck, however.
Congratulations! Burger King, it
seems your advertising campaign
just might win out over
McDonalds.
But what happens after the
million dollar prize is given out?
Will the whopper still beat the Big
Mac? We’d like to have your opi
nion. Send your opinion to The
Cowl Business Survey, Box 2981,
with your name and phone
number. If your preference is the
majorities opinion, you’ll be eligi
ble to win a whopper or Big
Mac—on us! The deadline is
February 26th. You never know—
you may be the one to be in the
right place, at the right time-------

A person who buys a used
government car or truck can expect
to pay market value. Prices are
keyed to various used car guides
published periodically by trade
associations and commercial firms.
Consumers should heed GSA’s
warning to beware of private firms
which advertise and sell informa
tion on how the government
disposes of its surplus property. No
matter what these companies claim,
it is absolutely impossible to buy a
new World War II jeep, still in its
original packing crate, fo'r $49!
These firms often ask $10, $15
or even $20 as fees for promises of
savings which may never be realiz
ed. Inform ation about GSA
government surplus property sales
is FREE—and there is no charge to
participate.
It’s'easy to shop—and buy—in
GSA’s surplus property sales. To
obtain the necessary information,
simply call or write Surplus Sales,
Federal Supply Service Bureau,
U.S. General Services Administra
tion Post Office and Courthouse
Boston, MA 02109. (617) 223-3186.
GSA also sells surplus govern
ment real estate—land and
buildings. Free information about
these sales may be obtained by
writing to Consumer Information
Center, Dept. 58IP, Pueblo, CO
81009 and requesting a free copy of
U.S. Real Property Sales List,
which is published monthly by
GSA’s Federal Property Resources
Service.

Consumer confidence in the U.S.
fell slightly in the final month of
1985, the Conference Board
reports.
The Board’s Confidence Index
(1969-1970s100) closed out the old
year at 86, down from 91.5 in
November. Buying plans showed
little change during the last two
months of the year.
Despite the December dip,
overall confidence is holding at
year-ago levels. Consumers are,
however, a bit less confident about
both current and future economic
conditions. Less than 19 percent ex
pect business conditions to improve
during the next six months, down
from over 21 percent in November.
The monthly survey which
covers 5000 U.S. families, is con
ducted for the Board by National
Family Opinion, Inc. based in
Toledo, Ohio.
“ Consumer confidence has fluc
tuated in a narrow band for more
than a year now,” explains Fabian
Linden, executive director of The
Conference Board’s Consumer
Research Center. “This appears to
be consistent with the steady but
modest growth of the overall
economy. While latest survey fin
dings signal no recession ahead,
they suggest an uninspiring
economic performance at least
through the first quarter of 1986.”
The moderate decline in con
fidence did not carry over into buy
ing plans. Some 9.6 percent of
surveyed households plan to buy an
automobile (new or used) during
the next six months, up fractional
ly from 9.3 percent in November.
Some 3.7 percent plan to buy a
house, compared with 3.9 percent
in the previous survey. Plans to buy
major appliances edged up to over
Continued to pg. 8

THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CT.TMRF.RS-

LSAT( GMAT,MCAT,
GRE, DAT
A dvanced Medical
Boards, TOEFL,
Nursing Boards,
NTE, CM , Intro, to
Law, Speed
R eading
AND MORE.
For neatly 5 0 years, Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared
over 1 million students for admission an d licensing tests.
So before you take a test, prepare w ith the best. Kaplan.
A good score m ay help change your life.

1 KAPLAN

STANlfYHKAPlANtDUCAnONAlCENTERHD

Please note...
The Department of Business Ad
ministration is now accepting ap
plications from students wishing to
declare either a Business major
(Accounting, Business Administra
tion, Finance or Marketing) or
enrolling in the Business Studies
Program.
Applications are available in

sistent with manufacturers’ recom
mendations and usually are equip
ped with air conditioning, power
steering, power brakes, radio,
automatic transmission and radial

Consumer
Confidence
Fell End ’85

Koffler 109, Monday through Fri
day, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The deadline for all applications
is Friday, March 14,1986. NO EX
CEPTIONS WILL BE MADE. It
is very important that you abide by
this deadline- otherwise you will be
unable to register with other
business majors.

151 WEYBOSSET ST., PROVIDENCE, Rl 02903
(401) 273-6630
" Taking a June exam?!? Enroll in Providence and
begin classes and get a free transfer form to use
the Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Center nearest to
your home!"
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Consumer News:

Help For Disabled Persons
The more than 35 million disabl
ed people in this country face dif
ficulties every day that may be hard
for the able-bodied to recognize.
For instance, in some airports you
must walk down stairs from the ter
minal, then across the pavement,
and up stairs again to the plane. If
you are confined to a wheelchair or
find stairs difficult, airports like
that could put a stop to your travel
ing plans. And while some people
grumble about having to wear
glasses to read, reading for pleasure
or for education may seem impossi
ble if you are visually handicapped.
Chances are you know that these
barriers are easier to overcome
when you know where to go for
assistance.
If you travel by air and need to
know which airports have facilities
for handicapped persons, you will
want a copy o f Access Travel: Air
ports. This booklet from the Air
port Operator’s Council Interna-,
tional in cooperation with the Ar
chitectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board, the
United States Office of Consumer
Affairs, and Signal Environmental
Systems, Inc., describes the design
features, facilities, and services for
handicapped people at 519 airport
terminals 62 countries.

To help you find otner services,
the U.S. Department of Education
has a booklet called Pocket Guide
to Federal Help fo r the Disabled
Person. The booklet describes
federally funded programs for the
disabled, such as the Library of
Congress talking books, and ex
plains where to write or.call to
receive available benefits. For
copies of both booklets, send your
name and address to the Consumer
Information Center, Dept. MB,
Pueblo, Colorado 81009. Please in
clude the item number and the ap
propriate fee.
Although in recent years the
federal government has stepped up
its efforts to make transportation
systems more accessible to han
dicapped travelers, barriers still ex
ist and the handicapped person
must plan more carefully than the
average traveler. If you are plann
ing to fly. Access Travel: Airports
can help you do just that. Whether
you are going to New York, New
York or Garden City, Kansas, it
will tell you what to expect in the
way of parking, elevators, interior
and exterior terminal ramps, stairs,
doors, boarding procedures, ac
commodations, rest rooms, and
telephone availability. Knowing
what to expect before going will

make the trip less of a hassle and
more enjoyable.
If you are a handicapped in
dividual or the parent or guardian
of a handicapped child, you may
be eligible for federal benefits and
services o f which are you are not
aware. These include vocational
rehabilitation,
educational
assistance, employment oppor
tunities, medical assistance, and
housing tax benefits.
Often, these benefits are ad
ministered by the individual states.
Not every state offers all benefits,
so it is usually better to contact
agencies at the state or local level
to find out what is available to you.
Every time you call a state or local
agency, ask for the names of other
people or agencies that might also
be helpful. Pocket Guide to Federal
Help fo r the Disabled Person gives
the addresses of agencies that aid
disabled persons. It also describes
the educational rights of disabled
people and gives a list of regional
civil rights offices to write or call
if you think your civil rights have
been violated because of your
disability.
Why not send for a copy of Ac
cess Travel: Airports and Pocket
Guide to Federal Help fo r the
Disabled Person.

Ginnie Maes
Put You In Safe Hands
How would you like the safest of
the safe?
The full faith and credit o f the
United States?
The highest yielding U.S.
government obligation around?
Up to I 'A percent more than
from a comparable maturity U.S.
Treasury bond?
Cashflow? Cashflow every
month?
With return of interest and prin
cipal, current yield o f up to 20 per
cent a year?
Marketability?
Something you can get out of if
you suddenly need your money?
One o f the most popular and
widely traded investment vehciles
in, America?

Then, you’re going to love Gin
nie Maes.

can default only IF Uncle Sam
defaults.

Ginnie Maes are bonds o f the
Government National Mortgage
Association (GNMA), an in
strumentality of the United States
government. A “ Ginnie Mae” cer
tificate represents your pro rate
share in a pool of mortgages. Your
cashflow from the pool certificate
is your share o f all the
homeowners’ monthly installment
payments on the underlying mor
tgages plus any prepayments. The
mortgages are guaranteed by the
'VA or FHA. And on top of that
GNMA additionally guarantees
payment. In effect a Ginnie Mae

“Ginnie Maes are a bond
o f the...G NM A.”

A cuddly
bouquet for
Valentine’s
Day. Fred
E arly Free
D elivery!

50 Radcliffe Avenue
Providence, RI

521-3539

Ginnie Maes are for your IRA,
for your Keogh, for your pension
or profit sharing plan. Or for
yourself to live on, spend, reinvest,
or enjoy.
Ginnie Maes are taxable.
So they’re sold to people in low
tax brackets or to people who will
be in low tax brackets if tax reform
happens.
They’re sold to sons for their
mothers.
They’re sold to executives who
are funding the company pension
plan.
They’re sold to retirees who are
taking their profit sharing and roll
ing it over into a self-directed retire
ment account.
They’re sold to people to replace
maturing CDs and Treasuries.
You can get anywhere from nine
to 11 Vi percent (taxable) depending
on what you’re sold—a fund, a
unit investment trust, or an in
dividual Ginnie Mae bond.
Published with permission from
Lebenthal.

I

Callus.

4sAMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

A T T E N T IO N !!!
There w ill be a W E E K E N D R E T R E A T f o r all P .C . stu d en ts on
th e w ee ken d o f M arch 7 , 8, 9, 1986. T he place o f th e retreat is E x
eter. R I in a b e a u tifu l co u n try setting.

O N LY $10.00
For the Whole Weekend
For more information or details, stop by the Chaplain’s Of
fice, Pastoral Council Office or C A L L 865-2216.

D EAD LINE — M ARCH 5, 1986

Education Predicted
to Receive
Growing Attention ’86
Education, more than any other
community issue, will receive grow
ing attention form leading com
panies during the next five years,
according to a Conference Board
study.
The study, based on 140 major
companies, shows that primary and
secondary education is the only
commu: ity issue likely to com
mand rising corporate attention.
Asked to identify prime areas of
corporate involvement education
first, followed by problems of the
aging, health care and hospitals,
and higher education and
unemployment.
“ Although it had been a
recognized problem in most com
munities for decades, primary and
secondary education is now the ris
ing issue of concern to the business
com m unity,” observes Dr.
Leonard Lund, author of the
study. “The extensive public atten
tion given to educational problems
in the last few years has done much
to heighten business concern. This
new attention-coming from the
community affairs officers and
stimulated by new relationshipsalso
is
increasingly
top
management.”
While educational levels have a
direct impact on the quality of
company workforces, it is not the
compelling reason for growing cor
porate interest in education. Cited
as more important factors are
“ corporate responsibility” and
many firms’ long-standing com
mittment to improving education.
Concern with developing “ betterprepared employees” ranks third.
Current corporate educational
programs include direct financial
contributions, company involve
ment in local educational coalitions
and partnerships, and donations of
equipment as well as technical and
executive assistance to local
schools.
The survey, based on response
from the public affaifs and com

munity officers of leading corpora
tions, indicates that local economic
development was their chief com
munity concern over the last year.
This issue was cited as a major con
cern by 47 percent of the surveyed
firms. Ranking next as major con
cerns over the last year: primary
and secondary education, health
care and hospitals, unemployment
and job training, and arts and
culture.

“Primary and secondary
education is now the rising
issue o f concern to the
business community. ”
The survey reveals some distinct
regional differences in where com
panies focus their major communi
ty attention. Among the findings:
“Companies based on the West
Coast rated primary and secondary
education first, followed by day
care an d ' family services and
minority concerns.
“N ortheastern firms placed
primary and secondary education
first, followed by health care and
economic development.
“Firms located in the North Cen
tral region put economic develop
ment first followed by higher
education and unemployment.
“Southern companies ranked arts
and culture first, followed by
economic development and health
“Local economic and social con
ditions clearly influence corporate
priorities,” Dr. Lund points out.
“The deep concern over the loss in
industry in the Midwest was
reflected in the choices made by
companies in that area. The exten
sive and ongoing public education
improvement efforts in the Nor
theast and California are mirrored
by the corporate priority given this
issue in these regions.”

Foreign Investments
Increased in 1985
Foriegn companies announced
141 new investments in U.S.
manufacturing during the first
three quarters o f 1985:. Some 55 of
these investments were made in the
third quarter, 58 in the second
quarter and 28 in the:first quarter
of last year.
Foreign firms also made 211 in
vestments in the nonmanufacturing
sector, which includes new office
buildings and shopping centers and
a variety o f business services.
The Conference Board’s analysis
is based on official data collected
under a 1975 Executive Order by
the Office of Trade and Investment
Analysis of the U.S: Commerce
Department’s International Trade
Division.
Acquisitions accounted for
about 31 percent of all foreign
manufacturing investments in the
first three quarters of last year. The
remainder involved the construc
tion of entirely new facilities in the
U.S. or the expansion o f existing
plants. Spending figures, available
fdr 83 of the manufacturing in
vestments in the first three
quarters, totalled $8.4 billion.
The surge of investment after
early 1985 included sizable foreign
purchjases of U.S. facilities by
BASF (West Germany), Superfos
A /F (Denmark) and Holderbank

Financiere Glaris (Switzerland).
“ Latest data suggest that foreign
companies are finding new oppor
tunities in the restructuring wave
that is sweeping U.S. industry,”
notes James Greene, executive
director of the Conference Board’s
International Business Program
Group. “ In the third quarter alone,
apart from outright acquisition of
entire companies, firms based in
the United Kingdom, Canada,
Switzerland, Australia and Japan
have acquired plants or entire divi
sions from American firms. These
up-and-running businesses provide
foreign companies with both
speedy entry into the U.S. market
and immediate cash flow.
Other key findings:
*Japenese companies made 35 new
manufacturing investments during
the first three quarters o f 1985,
leading all other countries. Next
came the United Kinhdom(32) and
West Germany(16).
“The largest number of foreign
manufacturing investments were in
the chemical industry(36). Ranking
next was the electrical machinery
industry (22), followed by stone,
clay and glass(15).
“California (21) and New York(15)
attracted the largest number of
foreign m anufacturing in
vestments. Next came Texas with
11.

Continued from pg. 7
29 percent from 28 percent in every other month, declined slight
October.
ly to 44.5 down from 49.2 percent
Vacation plans, which are in November.
seasonally adjusted and comoiled
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If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances
are neither would have set foot aboard.
And if you’re stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn’t give you all th e services
you need, it’s easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you’re in for smooth sailing. You’ll
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long
distance connections—even at the busiest hours. And
long distance operators to assist you with immediate

credit for wrong num bers and collect calling.
And you’ll get discounts off our Day Rate on your
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from 11pm to
8 am, Sunday through Friday. And 40% discounts eve
nings between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday.
So when you’re asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you’ll never be left stranded. Just call
1 8 0 0 2 2 2 -0 3 0 0 for more information or to
choose AT&T. Reach out and touch someone*

i j^A T & T
The right choice.
©AT&T 1986
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------------- ARTS/ENTE
Fud’s Pub: Deli Sandwiches and
165 Varieties of Beer!
drink’s name they can make it.

by Allaine Cerwomka

The “ East Side” o f Providence
has always been the object of much
fascination for college students in
RI. W ith its unique stores,
restaurants and ice cream parlors,
it has become known as Rhode
Island’s answer to Greenwich
Village. Right on the edge o f the
East Side sits a restaurant that con
tinues the tradition of Thayer
Street. The restaurant, Lloyd’s, is
located on the corner o f Hope
Street and Blackstone Blvd.
Although Blackstone Blvd. is the
location o f some of the most ex
pensive real estate in RI, Lloyd’s
could not be more inviting to
students.
The interior o f Lloyd’s is art
deco. Art deco is a type of design
that plays on the colors and styles
of the 1950’s. Hence, Lloyd’s decor
includes a black and white
checkered floor and menus with
flashes of hot pink on them. The
restaurant is relatively small. Those
sitting in the main room are slight
ly elevated due to the split-level
design. There is also a smaller room
to the side that has sliding glass

doors leading on to the patio in the
spring, the patio is perfect for din
ner or drinks with friends.
Lloyd’s serves casual meals.
These include a very large selection

of sandwhiches, omelets, soups and
salads, and every type of bagel
known to man. Sandwhiches range,
from four to seven dollars and
usually come with a side dish of
Lloyd’s true claim to fame lies
with their drinks and desserts.
However, their selection includes
beer from all over the world and a 1
great many fun mixed drinks. (The
more you have—the more fun they
get) If you can pronounce the

TRINITY REP’S
The Crucible
Extended
Feb. 27 — 8 p.m.
Feb. 28 — 8 p.m.
March 1 — 8 p.m.
March 2 — 2 p.m.
Call 351-4242
for reservations

Rob Lowe in Y oung B lo o d
W inning Becomes Everything
by Monique Dufour
vidence College’s own Paul
Young Blood’s most sparkling
Cavallini, the famed Youngblood's
moments illustrate the poignant
lightning speed dazzles as Lowe’s
tension between the enthralling am
character skates through carefully
bition and character o f a 17 yearchoreographed yet impressive
old hockey player (Rob Lowe) who
shows o f pressure skating. (The
has transformed “the game into his
slow-motion cinematography cer
life.” Yet, the film ’s less
tainly contributed to the effect.)
memorable and more frequent
Most central to the plot,
scenes which are overwhelmed by
however, remains not the game but
flying fists and teeth on the ice, and
the implications behind becoming
hockey epiphanies off, echo all too
the best. Although this critic can
clearly a certain series of boxing
only wobble knock-kneed on ice
films—the final song even resounds
skates, Lowe and Swayze capture
of “ Eye of the Tiger” —to com
the mingled pride and obsession
plete the image of a “ Rocky On
which develops from skating from
Ice” .
the time they could walk. Their
Rob Lowe and Patrick Swayze
unity o f character and sport trans
portray young Americans who
cend the weak plot and limited
abandon a high school education in
dramatic cinematography, painting
order to play for the "Mustangs” ,
a sadly nostalgic portrait o f the
a junior league hockey team in
American dream.
Canada.
The final scene, in which Lowe
Running from a dreary life on a . and his love interest wrap up the
farm or mill, their success in the
conflicts of the trivial plot, focuses
league becomes vital to their
on Youngblood, lips swollen, face
future. Thus their single-minded
bruised, and teeth cracked.
dedication which borders on
Although the movie’s director
desparation allows the well-worn
would describe this as a redemptive
themes to fit Lowe and Swayze like
image o f initiation into the world
a favorite thread-bare coat,
o f ambition, Lowe’s swollen face
familiar yet unique in a peculiar
and empty relationship portray a
fashion.
sadly enduring reflection of the
Perhaps the skilled hockey se
American ideal as something which
quences pull the movie into a
can be grasped by those who not
respectable presentation. Trained
only play most skillfully but learn
by such skilled skaters as Pro
to punch the hardest.

There is no passing up to Lloyd’s
desserts. They are the first thing to
greet you when you walk in the
door. The cheesecake looks very in
nocent sitting in the case with his
friends pecan pie and chocolatechip cookie cake, but beware; all
three could bring tears to your eyes,
they are so good.
The atmosphere is very relaxed
and casual. Like most places on the
East Side; you can go to Lloyd’s
wearing jeans or pearls and still feel
right at home.
The waiters and waitresses con
tribute to making you feel very
welcomed. Most can find home for
a joke or two even when the place
becomes crowded at lunchtime or
just before eleven p.m.
Lloyd’s is only accessible by
automobile, unless you’re a real
fast walker, but plenty of free park
ing is available across the street.
Steal a car from a little old lady
or a bike from a small child but
don’t graduate from PC without
going to Lloyd’s. Your education
(and waistline) will be incomplete
without it.

Fud’s Pub located c
Robben)

Mineral Spring Avenue. (Photo by John

Nightmare on Elm Street Part 2:
Most Definitely a Nightmare!
by Raul Marchand

The rest o f the film deals with
the desparate attempts of the
What began as a successor to last
teenage boy (Patton) and his
y ear’s box office smash A
girlfriend, played by Kim Myers, to
Nightmare On Elm Street, turned
destroy Freddy.
out to be just another slice and dice
Nightmare on Elm Street Part 2
sequel in the style of the Friday the lacks all of the imaginative power
13th films even though Freddy
Kreuger, the classic boogeyman of
the first Nightmare is back.
Nightmare On Elm Street Part 2 is
unable to hold itself up as a sequel
’ ON ELM STREET-2
to the classic shocker that got rave
FREDDY'S REVENGE
reviews from critics and kept a
large amount of people from a
that made the original Nightmare
good nights sleep for a few weeks.
such a hit. The story o f child
Directed by Jack Sholder (Alone • molester Freddy Krueger who
in The Dark), A Nightmare On
returns to this world via dreams to
Elm Street Part 2 begins five years
slaughter the children of parents
after the original, when a new
who murdered him years ago,
family moves into the house once
became an instant hit among movie
occupied by Heather Langencamp,
audiences because of its fresh new
the heroine o f the original
concept in horror films; with Part
Nightmare. After a few weeks of
2, this concept has been put aside
living in the new house weird things
and it has returned to the usual slice
start to happen as the family’s
and dice style set by the Friday the
teenage boy, played by Mark Pat
13th movies.
ton, is slowly possessed by the spirit
Director Jack Sholder has turn
of Freddy Krueger, played by the'
ed a classic horror story into a dull,
original actor, Robert Englund.
colorless film, except for a few

amazing special makeup effects ex
ecuted by Kevin Yeager and crew.
Except for Robert Englund (Fred
dy), most o f the actors portrayed
dry, lifeless characters. Freddy
Krueger (Englund) is the actual in
carnation of our deepest fears and

A ffkM m re

in Nightmare on Elm Street, Part
2 the audience gets to know himbetter.
Overall, Nightmare on Elm
Street, Part 2 is less than the
average horror film, without good
characters, and with a ludicrous
plot. The only nightmare directly
related to this film is paying $4.50
for an admission ticket!
Nightmare on Elm Street Part 2
is now playing at the Showcase
Cinema in Seekonk.

Happy Valentine’s Day!t
Brown Theatre To Present Kurt Weill’s
Classic Musical Threepenny Opera
Brown University Theatre will
present the classic satirical musical.
The Threepenny Opera, with music
by Kurt Weill and book and lyrics
by Bertolt Brecht. Brown’s produc
tion will use the Marc Blitzstein
translation of the work. The pro
duction marks the final directing
project o f Professor James O. Bar
nhill, a 30 year veteran of Brown
University Theatre.
Productions are scheduled
February 20-23 and February
27-March 2 at 8 p.m. in the Faunce
House Theatre on Waterman
Street.
The Threepenny Opera is set in
England at the time o f the corona
tion o f Queen Victoria. The com
bination o f Brechtian satire and

boisterous Weill music results in a
fast-paced evening among the
British low-life. A Victorian rogue,
named Macheath, leads a gang of
criminals. Included in his com
patriots are the Ladies of Wapping,
who are ladies of the night and
responsible for Macheath’s even
tual betrayal. In the end, the cor
rupt guardians of law and order
save the day, just in the nick of
Brown’s production will be
designed by John R. Lucas with
costumes by Donna Himmelberger.
Matt McGarrell, a newcomer to
Brown, will be the musical direc
tor. Mr. McGarrell comes to
Brown from Northeastern Univer
sity in Boston where he served as

Director o f Bands and Assistant
Professsor of Music for seven
years. In his second year at Brown,
he also directs the Brown bands.
He will conduct a full orchestra for
The Threepenny Opera with its
well-known score that includes
such favorites as the Ballad o f
Mack the Knife and the Wedding
Song. Julie A. Strandberg will
choreograph.
Tickets to The Threepenny
Opera are still $5 each on
Thursdays and Sundays. $6 each
on Fridays and Saturdays. Dis
counts are available to students and
senior citizens with prices of $3 and
$4. Advance reservations are
strongly recommended and can be
made by calling 863-2838.
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RTAINMENT
The Cable Car Cinema:

The Excitement of a Cable Car Trip
by Allaine Cerwonka
This article is for all of you who
sometimes wonder if there is
anything in Rhode Island beyond
Louie’s and the Sportsman. This
article is also to prepare those of
you who have not—just in case the
proprietors of these, local bars
both go on vacation together, clos
ing down their highly respectable
establishments for a weekend. Now
don’t panic, they have not made
any vacation plans yet; this is just
Yes, Virginia, there are other
things to do in RI besides drink and
sleep. In fact, Rhode Island has a
variety o f unique and highly enter
taining places within its tiny
borders. On the top of the list ranks
the Cable Car Cinema, located on
South Main St. in Providence.
The Cable Car Cinema has been
open for approximately eight years.
The owner, Raymond Bilodeau,
tries to concentrate on showing
foreign films and alternative
movies, those that would normal
ly be shown only in Boston and
New York. Most movies playing at
the Cable Car have usually gained
international recognition. Kiss o f

the Spiderwoman, with William
Hurt, and the Talking Heads’ Stop
Making Sense are two examples of
movies one could expect to see at
the Cable Car.
The theatre has an especially
strong appeal to the many students
here in RI. Although the movies
are usually excellent, many people
go to the Cable Car just to ex
perience the novelty o f the theatre
itself. One could say that the
theatre really earned its name; it
originally was a cable car garage.
One of the biggest challenges the
owner faced was finding a place to
put the cable car that was being
stored inside of the garage. Once
the cable car was relocated, the
cinema was decorated with all the
charm o f a neighborhood theatre,
complete with a wooden bench and
green awnings outside.
The real charm o f the Cable Car
Cinema lies inside, however. In
stead o f uncomfortable, rigid
movie seats typically found in
cinemas, the Cable Car consists
mainly o f loveseats. You and a
friend can sit on your own sofa and
relax while watching the film. The
Cable Car is the only cinema in RI,

T rinity’s H um anities Program
Lectures C ontinue
Trinity Repertory Company’s
award-winning Humanities Pro
gram continues with another
booklet of essays and series of postperformance discussions for Ar
thur Miller’s classic drama, The
Crucible, which continues in the
Upstairs Theatre through February
23. Miller’s play is set in Salem dur
ing the witch-hunt and trials of
1692, and centers on the character
o f John Proctor, a young farmer
caught in the web of his own cons
cience. It is a play of great strength
and emotional power, with potent
themes o f deceit, persecution, and
personal sacrifice. All Humanities
discussions are free and open to the
public.
For the Humanities Program,
Stephen Nissenbaum, o f The
Center for New England Culture
and
the
U niversity
of
Massachusetts, Amherst—a na
tionally recognized scholar on the
Puritan era—has written an essay
(with Paul Boyer) titled “ Fear and
Loathing in Salem Village,” in
which he explores the economic
and political background of the
Salem witch-hunt and trials, com
ing to important conclusions about
the family feuds and community
factions that led to hysteria and the
execution of innocent people.

George M. Cohan’s

William McLoughlin, Professo.
of American History at Brown
University, in his essay, “ Emo
tional Terrorism,” compares the
Salem of the 1690’s with the
McCarthy-haunted America of the
early 1950’s. The parallels are strik
ing, as Miller himself recognized in
the writing of the play, and connect
with this country’s long-held vision
o f itself as “ God’s chosen land.”
J. Morton Briggs, Professor of
History at the University of Rhode
Island, in his essay titled, “ To
Everything There Is A Season,”
looks at McCarthyism itself and
suggests why intellectuals make
such suitable subjects for political
purges, and links these purges with
the peculiar atmosphere o f post
war periods.
The post-performance discus
sions are scheduled for:
Saturday, February 1, after the
2 p.m. matinee Stephen Nissen
baum, with JohnEngstrom o f The
Boston Globe.
Thursday, February 6, after the
8 p.m. performance and Sunday,
February 9, after the 2 p.m.
matinee William McLoughlin.
Wednesday, February 19, after
the 2 p.m. matinee J. Morton
Briggs. Call the box office for ex
act discussion times.

T he Ta vern

and probably in New England, that
provides the comfort o f loveseats
for its audience. On several nights,
while the audience gets settled into
their loveseats, local artists provide
entertainment. Their talents range
from performing shadow puppets
with their hands to singing and
dancing.
Even the refreshment counter at
the Cable Car is out of the or
dinary. You will probably find that
the same person who sold you your
ticket is now selling the popcorn.
It is far more personalized than the
department store feeling one usual
ly gets at the larger, generic
cinemas. The popcorn is cheap and
a free refill is offered. In addition,
the Cable Car has special items
available such as ginger beer and
ice cream.
The Cable Car is well worth ex
periencing even when the bars are
still open. It has an original
character at a price easily affor
dable by students. The Cable Car
Cinema is an excellent represen
tative of one of the aces Rhode
Island is still holding up its sleeve.

Book Review:

A trip lo Ihe Cable Car Cinema on South Main Street would be a
welcome change of pace from a Thursday night at Louie’s. Check
it out! (Photo by John Robben)

Sea Dangers: The A ffairs o f the ‘‘Somers
by Joseph H . Doherty
Library Director
Sea Dangers: The Affair o f the
“Somers” by Philip J. McFarland.
[New York Schocken Books 1985]
The recent court-martial of Mit
chell Garraway, Jr. for the murder
o f Lt. James Sterner has sparked
some interest in the system of
justice within the Armed Services.
Not since 1849 has a serviceman
been executed in the U.S. Navy. No
doubt the most famous trial and its
aftermath was that of the alleged
mutineers on the U.S. brig Somers
in 1842 for which a midshipman
and two sailors were hanged. The
story of the Somers and the chief
actors in this absorbing drama are
expertly told in Philip McFarland’s
Sea Dangers.
This is popular history in the best
sense—well researched and well
written. He creates a fascinating
background in which many promi
nent Americans o f the period
figure. The captain of the Somers,
Alexander Slidell Mackenzie, was
a friend of Washington Irving and
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and
was related to the distinguished
naval family o f Oliver Hazard
Perry and Matthew Perry. The ill-

will begin on March 14 at Trinity Square Repertory Company.

fated midshipman, Philip Spencer,
was the youngest son of John Canfield Spencer, member of a promi
nent New York family and at the
time Secretary of War in Tyler’s
cabinet. The 19 year-old Spencer
was a rebellious young man with a
weakness for alcohol and an im
agination nurtured on lurid pirate

Was there a serious plot to seiz
the Somers and murder her ol
ficers? Was the court-martial, dur
ing which none of the accused was
allowed to testify, a fair one? Was
thpre nn alternative to the hastv

hanging of three American servicemen at sea—during peace time
and when the ship could have
sought help in the Virgin Islands
(the Danish)? Was Philip Spencer
just an undisciplined teenager with
a wild imagination or a dangerous
criminal?
Although Mackenzie was aquitted in his court-martial, the con
troversy raged for a long time.
James Fenimore Cooper published
a careful analysis of the affair
which seriously damaged Macken
zie’s credibility. In any case, the
episode led to many reforms in the
U.S. Navy—mainly the abolition
of flogging which had been a
outine and cruel method of
iscipline, and the founding of the
J.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis
as an alternative to the haphazard
raining received by naval officers
Continued on pg. 12

R .I.’s George M . Cohan: Actor
Playwright, Producer, Director
by Marilyn Woolohojian
Editor’s note: The Tavern, by
George M. Cohan will be perform
ed at Trinity Square Repertory
Theatre beginning on March 14. I
hope this backround information
on the playwright makes the play
more enjoyable fo r all who attend!
George
Michael
Cohan
(1878-1942) was one of the most
versatile figures in the history of
American theater. Born in the Fox
Point section of Providence, Rhode
Island, Cohan was an actor,
playwright, director, producer,
com poser, and “ song-anddance” man.
His parents were in the theater,
and at an early age he appeared
with them in juvenile parts, subse
quently taking comedy roles in
vaudeville and on the legitimate
stage. The family’s vaudeville team
was named “ The Four Cohans”
which included his parents,
himself, and his sister, Josephine.
At 15, this native Rhode Islander
was writing skits and songs for the
family act.
In 1904, he formed a partnership
with Sam H. Harris and presented
one o f his earliest musical suci" cesses. Little Johnny Jones. He
wrote the book, lyrics and music,
and also played the title role. This
,i production marked a turning point

in the American musical theater,
away from operettas with foreign
settings and characters toward a
thoroughly American product.
in 1917 Cohan wrote and
published the greatest song o f the
year. “Over There.” This piece was
an upbeat inspiration to all
.Americans at home and to the
troops abroad. For this patriotic
World War I song, he was award
ed a congressional medal in 1941.
The Tavern which is being
presented by the Trinity Repertory
Theatre was George M.’s favorite
play. The comedy was so greatly to
his liking that he gave it a second
Broadway engagement with
himself in the Vagabond role. He
was delighting audiences with his
own interpretation of the Vaga
bond. His performances in The
Tavern as the New York Herald
observed, were “ comically uncan
ny, less poetically appealing, and
he has presented him (the Vaga
bond) as he should be portrayed,
as a fantastic comedian with the
soul of an unbalanced Romeo and
the manner o f a philosophical
clown.”
George M. Cohan’s talent and
music will live on forever in his
plays and musicals. He was truly a
musical genius and an insightful
creator in the American theater.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bell Gallery, List An Center. 11
am-4 pm. Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm. Built
fo r the people o f the U.S.: Fifty
years o f TV A Architecture Jan.
20-Feb. 16.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
Tries.-Sun.
lOam-Sphi.
(617)267-9377. l ice introductory
tours of the Asiatic Collections,
Tues.-Fri. 11:30 am and 1:30 pm:
Hunt-Cavanaugh Art Gallery. Pro
vidence College, lower campus.
Mon.-Thur. 9:30 am-4:30 pm,
.6:30-9:00 pm; Fridays 9:30am-4:00
pm. Photography Graduate Show
featuring: Susan Irland, Kenneth
Perry, Katherine Randall, Isabelle
Taft, Lloyd Trainor. Thru Feb. 14.
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence. Tucs.-Sat.
11:00 am- 4:00 pm; Sun. 1:00-4:00
pm Admission is SI.50 for adults. *
50 cents for senior citizens and
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tries., .
Wed., Fri. and Sat. I0:3()am-5:0t)
pm; Thru . 12:00-9:00 pm; Master
pieces o f Indian A n thru March 2.
From the Tree H here the Bark
Crons: North American Basket
Treasures fro m the Peabody
Museum thru Feb. 16.
Drawingsfrom the Fazzano Collec
tion thru Feb. 16. The Eden o f,
America: Rhode Island Landscapes
1820-1920 thru April 27.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar
mistice Blvd, Paw-tucket, R.l.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat..
10:00 am-4:00 pm. Sun. 1:00-5:00
pm Palettes in Portugal Show thru
Feb. 14; Suzanne Cross, Pat Fidwards, Nancy Godfray, and Alicia
Roy Feb. 16-Mar. 7.
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect'
St., Providence. Mon.-Fri. 9:00
am-4:00 pm; Sat. 11:00 am-4:00
pm; Sun. 2:00-5:00 pm. Wintersession ll-an exhibition o f grad
students Feb. 6-17.
URI Main Gallery, Kingston, Rl,
792-2131. Mon.-Fri. 12-3 pm,
Tries.-Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm. Sculpture
from artist Rebecca Johnson thru

Feb. 11; The Incidence o f Harle
quin and Tyll Eulenspiegel ex
hibited thru Feb. 14; Photographs
of Skeet McAuley Feb. 10-Mar. 6.
Center fo r the Arts, 119 High St.,
Westerly, RI, 596-2854. Gallery
opening with paintings by Brother
Michael Dundin Feb. 15, 6-8 pm.

Bell Gallery, List Art Center,
Brown Univ. TV A and the Alter
native Vision by John Thomas Feb.
13 at 7:30 pm.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
Cods, Lovers, and Ageless Heroes:
Themes in Indian Painting,
I5th-I9th century, Feb. 13.
Brown University, Leeds Theatre.
Emil Hill lecture Feb. 13 at 4 pm.
Roger Williams College, Bristol,
Rl, 253-1040. Awakening the
Dream: A Celebration o f Cultural
Diversity Feb. 13 at 7:30 pm.

ON STAGE
Providence Perform ing Arts
Center,220 Weybosset St.,Pro
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor
mation call 421-ARTS.
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
Washington St., Providence,
521-1100. The Crucible by Arthur
Miller in-the upstairs theatre Jan.
24-Feb. 23; Life and Limb by Keith
Reddin in the downstairs theatre
Feb. 7-Mar. 23.
Call Fr. McPhail's office Mon. and
Tues. regarding SI.00 tickets to
Trinity Rep.
Brown Theatre, Providence Rl,
863-2838. The Three penny Opera
by Bertolt Brecht with music by
Kurt Weill Feb. 20-23, Feb.
27-Mar. 3.
Roger Williams College, Bristol ,
Rl, 253-1040. Dancer Bill Evans
performs at Alive! Arts Series Feb.
14 at 8 pm at Bristol High School
Roger Williams Park Museum,
Providence, 785-9450. Dancer
Blondell Cummings Feb. 16 at 1
RiC Theatre, 600 Mount Pleasant
Ave., Providence. The Hot L
Baltimore by Lanford Wilson Feb.
13 -1 6 .

CONCERTS
Bostson Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston Museum Trio with Franz
Brueggen baroque flute. Feb. 19 at
8 pm.
Center for the Arts, 119 High St.,
Westerly, Rl 596-2854. Omega
Ensemble performs Valentines
Fancies Feb. 14 at 12 pm and 8 pm.
Rhode Island Philharmonic, Pro
vidence Performing Arts Center,
831-3123. Charles Ketchum, con
ductor; Viktoria Mullora, Violin
Feb.
15
ai
8:30
pm.
Rhode Island College, 456-8194.
The Late Great Ladies o f Blues and
Jazz by Sandra Reaves-Phillips
Feb. 18.

Every Thurs. Nite is Ladies Nite
S.50 Drinks 8-10
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
Wed.’s Groovemasters Thurs.
Feb. Plan 9&Eugene Chadbourne
Fri. Feb. 14 Groovemasters
w/Blue’s Messengers
Sat. Feb. 15 Junior Walker&The
All Stars
Feb. 16, 17 Neon Valley Boys
Tues. Feb. 18 Young Bucks
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St., Pro
vidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974
Every Tues. Tom Keegan&The
Language
Every Wed. Max Creek
Thurs. Masaii Regal; Minestic
Janmers
Fri. Schemers; Push Push
Sat. B-Willey Smith
Sun. Funk Nite
Mon. Buckwheat Vydeco; Ils
sont pietas band
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Feb. 12-15 The Westmeath
Bachelors
Feb. 16, 18 Dara Down
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed. Frank San
tos R-rated hypnotist
Every Tues. Flashback and 50’s
& 60’s Acapella performance
Every Thurs. Open Nite
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Every Fri. and Sat. Comedy
Review-Professionals

LECTURES

CLUBS
by Jen LaTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Every Mon. Nite is 51bs. Lobster
Raffle
Every Wed. Tom Hines (DJ)
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea
Every Fri. Poor Boy
Every Sat. White Lines
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790.
Every Sun. The Probers
Every Mon. Star
Every Tues. Touch
Every Wed. Warm Missies
This Thurs. thru Sat. Touch
Every Thurs.-is College Night
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
Every Sun. Ferric
Every Wed. The Honeymooners
Thurs. thru Sat. Billy&The Kids
Gillary’s, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
253-2012.
Feb. 14, 15 Dawm Brown&The
Reactors
G ulliver’s,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Every Mon. Fallen Angel
Every Tues: Second Ave.
Every Wed. The Name
This Thurs.-Sat. Strut
J.R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771
Every Sun. Touch
Every Wed. Strut
This Fri. and Sat. The Probers
Kirby’s, Rt. 7, Smithfield.
231-0230
Every Tues. English
Every Thurs.-Sat. DJ for Dance
Club

T R O M START
T O F IN IS H

ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Sun.-Tues. You Two 9:25
Breaker Marrant 7:15
Sun. matinee
Weds.-Thurs. Beverly Hills Cop,
Compromising Positions
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
St., Providence. 272-3970
Kiss of the Spiderwoman
Mon.-Fri. 7:00 9:15
Sat. Sun 1:00
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
White Nites 7:00 9:20
Spies Like Us 7:00 9:00
Prizzis Honor 7:00 9:15

Tel. (401) 273-4410

S&COA, S icytAtc
Treat yourself and friends to culinary
delights and at the same time benefit
Rhode Island’s Special Olympians
journey to the 1987 International
Special O lym pics Gam es at the
University of Notre Dame.

UNISEX HAIR SALON

G u y s C u ls

P e rm s

$go°

Minimum Donation: $8.50

S31

with Wash
& Blow Dry

with Cut
Blow Dry

Rhode Island Special Olympics
One Commerce Way
Suite 200
Johnston, R l 02919

ADMIRAL PLAZA
9 Smithfield Rd.
(At The End of Admiral St.)
NO. PROVIDENCE
Orders To Go — Phone Ahead

S a n d w i e l . i: Sttr> S h o p

353-SUBS

W ITH COUPON

Any Large

.

I SANDWJCHj
e x p ir e s

FEB. 28

$12
Wash — Cut
Blow Dry

H o u rs :
Tues.-Wed.
10 am-6 pm
Thurs.-Fri.
9am -8 pm
Saturday
9 am-6 pm

TAi'J YOUR BODY
12 Visiis Only $30.00

UNCLE FRANK'S

!75* off!

.

Gfcls

5 0 * OFF !
W ITH COUPON

Any

Rocky IV starting Feb. 14
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
Best o f Times
1:00 3:05 5:10 7:15 9:25
Back to the Future
12:45 3:00 5:10 7:25 9:35
Jewel of the Nile
1:00 3:10 5:15 7:30 9:40
Showcase Cinem a, Seekonk.
336-6020.
Young Blood
12:40 7:30 9:55
Nightmare on Elm Street Part II
9:45
Out of Africa
1:00 7:10 10:05
101 Daimations
1:20

Murphy’s Romance
12:50 7:35 10:00
The Color Purple
1:15 7:15 10:10
F/X
12:30 7:20 9:40
Down&Out in Beverly Hills
1:00 7:25 9:50
7:20 9:50
Eliminators
1:30 7:40
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
738-9070.
Twice in a Lifetime
1:00 3:10 5:20 7:40 9:50
Witness
1:15 4:00 7:15 9:30
Jewel o f the Nile
1:00 3:10 5:15 7:30 9:40
★ SO M ER S o

4.from pg. 11

up till then.
Another legacy o f the Somers
tragedy is Herman Melville’s grea!
novel Billy Budd. Melville, who
was related to one of the officers
on that unfortunate cruise, used the
story—with some significant
alterations—as the basis for his last
novel.
Sea Dangers: The Affair o f the
Somers focuses on a little known
but important episode in the
history of the young republic—
already heading inexorably towards
the civil war.
O PE R A T IO N c

’t. from pg. 24

billed as one of the most challeng
ing in the Operation, and in which
the fewest member of Americans
will be participating (the precise
reasons why Reibold chose this
venture in particular).
Reibold’s decision to apply for
one of the 1500 available U.S.
spaces was not based on any one
factor. He believes that “ I can’t
help but benefit from it,” and ex
tends this to proclaim “ I am fully
confident that anyone could do it.”
We congratulate Peter Reibold,
and wish him, along with all of the
members of Operation Raleigh, the
greatest success in all o f their
endeavors.

SENIORS!

Monday-Thursday 10 AM -8 PM

COMMENCEMENT
TIME IS NEAR!

Friday 10 A M -9 PM
Saturday 10 A M -7 PM
Sundays 11 AM -8 PM

SLIDE SHOW

HOURS:

5 0 * OFF
W ITH OCUPON

PLEASE SEND
YOUR “ WILDEST”
PHOTOS TO

,

SALAD
PLATE8
EXCLUDING

TOSSED SALAD I

SYRIAN
SANDWICH

LISA BOX 3012
OR
MAUREEN 3467 '
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 11
am-4 pm. Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm. Built
fo r the people o f the U.S.: Fifty
years o f TV A Arch Heellire Jan.
20-Feb. 16.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
Tues.-Sun.
!0am-5pm.
(617)267-9377. l ree introductory
tours of the Asiatic Collections,
Tues.-Fri. 11:30 am and 1:30 pm;
Hunt-Cavanaugh Art Gallery, Pro
vidence College, lower campus.
Mon.-Thur. 9:30 am-4:30 pm,
.6:30-9:00 pm; Fridays 9:30 am-4:(X)
pm. Photography Graduate Show
featuring: Susan Irland, Kenneth
Perry, Katherine Randall, Isabelle
Taft, Lloyd Trainor. Thru Feb. 14.
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat.
11:()() am- 4:00 pm; Sun. 1:00-4:00
pm Admission is $1.50 for adults, <
50 cents for senior citizens an.d
students.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tubs.,
Wed., Fri.and Sat. 10:30am-5:()0
pm; Thur. 12:00-9:00 pm: Master
pieces o f Indian A n thru March 2.
From die Tree Where lhe Bark
Crrius: North American Basket
Treasures fro m the Peabody
Museum thru Feb. 16.
Drawingsfrom the Fazzano Collec
tion thru Feb. 16. The Eden o f
America: Rhode Island Landscapes
1820-1920 thru April 27.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery . Slater Memorial Park, Ar
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.l.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 am-4:00 pm, .Sup. 1:00-5:00
pm Palettes in Portugal Show thru
Feb. 14; Suzanne Cross, Pat Ed
wards, Nancy Godfray, and Alicia
Roy Feb. 16-Mar. 7.
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect'
St., Providence. Mon.-Fri. 9:00
am-4:00 pm; Sat. 11:00 am-4:00
pm; Sun. 2:00-5:00 pm. Wintersession ll-an exhibition o f grad
students Feb. 6-17.
URI Main Gallery, Kingston, Rl.
792-2131. Mon.-Fri. 12-3 pm,
Tues.-Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm. Sculpture
from artist Rebecca Johnson thru

Feb. 11; The Incidence o f Harle
quin and Tyll Eulenspiegel ex
hibited thru Feb. 14; Photographs
of Skeet McAuley Feb. 10-Mar. 6.
Center fo r the Arts, 119 High St.,
Westerly, RI, 596-2854. Gallery
opening with paintings by Brother
Michael Dundin Feb. 15, 6-8 pm.

LECTURES
Bell Gallery, List Art Center,
Brown Univ. TV A and the Alter
native Vision by John Thomas Feb.
13 at 7:30 pm.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
Gods, Lovers, and Ageless Heroes:
Themes in Indian Painting,
I5th-I9th century, Feb. 13.
Brown University, Leeds Theatre.
Emil Hill lecture Feb. 13 at 4 pm.
Roger Williams College, Bristol,
RI, 253-1040. Awakening the
Dream: A Celebration o f Cultural
Diversity Feb. 13 at 7:30 pm.

ON STAGE
Providence Perform ing Arts
Center,220 Weybosset St..Pro
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor
mation call 421-ARTS.
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
Washington S t., Providence,
521-1100. The Crucible by Arthur
Miller in-the upstairs theatre Jan.
24-Feb. 23; Life and Limb by Keith
Reddin in the downstairs theatre
Feb. 7-Mar. 23.
Call Fr. McPhail's office Mon. and
Tues. regarding $1.00 tickets to
Trinity Rep.
Brown Theatre, Providence Rl,
863-2838. The Three penny Opera
by Bertolt Brecht with music by
Kurt Weill Feb. 20-23, Feb.
27-Mar. 3.
Roger Williams College, Bristol ,
Rl, 253-1040. Dancer Bill Evans
performs at Alive! Arts Series Feb.
14 at 8 pm at Bristol High School
Roger Williams Park Museum,
Providence, 785-9450. Dancer
Blondel! Cummings Feb. 16 at 1
pm.
RIC Theatre, 600 Mount Pleasant
Ave., Providence. The Hot L
Baltimore by Lanford Wilson Feb.
13 -1 6 .

CONCERTS
Bostson Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston Museum Trio with Franz
Brueggen baroque flute. Feb. 19 at
-Center for the Arts, 119 High St.,
Westerly, Rl 596-2854. Omega
Ensemble performs Valentines
Fancies Feb. 14 at 12 pm and 8 pm.
Rhode Island Philharmonic, Pro
vidence Performing Arts Center,
831-3123. Charles Ketchum, con
ductor; Viktoria Mullora, Violin
Feb.
15
at
8:30
pm.
Rhode Island College, 456-8194.
The Late Great Ladies o f Blues and
Jazz by Sandra Reaves-Phillips
Feb. 18.

CLUBS
by Jen LaTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Every Mon. Nite is 51bs. Lobster
Raffle
Every Wed. Tom Hines (DJ)
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea
Every Fri. Poor Boy
Every Sal. White Lines
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790.
Every Sun. The Probers
Every Mon. Star
Every Tues. Touch
Every Wed. Warm Missies
This Thurs. thru Sat. Touch
Every Thurs.-is College Night
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
Every Sun. Ferric
Every Wed. The Honeymooners
Thurs. thru Sat. Billy&The Kids
Gillary’s, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
253-2012.
Feb. 14, 15 Dawm Brown&The
Reactors
Gulliverls,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Every Mon. Fallen Angel
Every Tues: Second Ave.
Every Wed. The Name
This Thurs.-Sat. Strut
J.R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771
Every Sun. Touch
Every Wed. Strut
This Fri. and Sat. The Probers
Kirby’s, Rt. 7, Smithfield.
231-0230
Every Tues. English
Every Thurs.-Sat. DJ for Dance
Club

°FROM S T A R T
Treat yourself and friends to culinary
delights and at the same time benefit
Rhode Island's Special Olympians
journey to the 1987 International
Special Olympics Games at the
University of Notre Dame.

Guys Culs

Perms

$go°

S31

with Wash
& Blow Dry
Rhode Island Special Olympics
One Commerce Way
Suite 200
Johnston, R l 02919

with Cut
Blow Dry

$1 2
Wash — Cut
Blow Dry

Hours;
Tues.-Wed.
10 am-6 pm
Thurs.-Fri.
9 am-8 pm
Saturday
9 am-6 pm

S an d w ich o; Situ Shop

7:20 9:50
Eliminators
1:30 7:40
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
738-9070.
Twice in a Lifetime
1:00 3:10 5:20 7:40 9:50
Witness
1:15 4:00 7:15 9:30
Jewel of the Nile
1:00 3:10 5:15 7:30 9:40
★ SOMERS c

t.from pg. 11

up till then.
Another legacy of the Somers
tragedy is Herman Melville’s great
novel Billy Budd. Melville, who
was related to one of the officers
on that unfortunate cruise, used the
story—with some significant
alterations—as the basis for his last
novel.
Sea Dangers: The Affair o f the
Somers focuses on a little known
but important episode in the
history of the young republic—
already heading inexorably towards
the civil war.
OPERATION c. i’t. from pg. 24
billed as one of the most challeng
ing in the Operation, and in which
the fewest member of Americans
will be participating (the precise
reasons why Reibold chose this
venture in particular).
Reibold’s decision to apply for
one of the 1500 available U.S.
spaces was not based on any one
factor. He believes that “ I can’t
help but benefit from it,” and ex
tends this to proclaim “ I am fully
confident that anyone could do it.”
We congratulate Peter Reibold,
and wish him, along with all of the
members of Operation Raleigh, the
greatest success in all of their
endeavors.

COMMENCEMENT
TIME IS NEAR!

Friday 10 AM -9 PM
Saturday 10 A M -7 PM
Sundays 11 AM -8 PM

SLIDE SHOW

ofV

W ITH OCUPON

.

1:20

Murphy’s Romance
12:50 7:35 10:00
The Color Purple
1:15 7:15 10:10
F/X
12:30 7:20 9:40
Down&Out in Beverly Hills
1:00 7:25 9:50

Monday-Thursday 10 AM -8 PM

5 0 *

W ITH COUPON

Rocky IV starting Feb. 14
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
Best of Times
1:00 3:05 5:10 7:15 9:25
Back to the Future
12:45 3:00 5:10 7:25 9:35
Jewel of the Nile
1:00 3:10 5:15 7:30 9:40
Showcase Cinem a, Seekonk.
336-6020.
Young Blood
12:40 7:30 9:55
Nightmare on Elm Street Part II
9:45
Out o f Africa
1:00 7:10 10:05
101 Dalmations

SENIORS!

HOURS:

UNCLE FRANK'S

7■ 5^ ° vOFF
r F |

|
^

PLEASE SEND
YOUR “ WILDEST”
PHOTOS TO

Any

SANDWICH
EXPIRES FEB. 28

G&I&

T A 'J y o u r b o d y
12 Visits Only $30.00

353-SUBS

A ny Large

by Jen LaTorre
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Sun.-Tues. You Two 9:25
Breaker Marrant 7:15
Sun. matinee
Weds.-Thurs. Beverly Hills Cop,
Compromising Positions
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
St., Providence. 272-3970
Kiss of the Spiderwoman
Mon.-Fri. 7:00 9:15
Sat. Sun 1:00
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
White Nites 7:00 9:20
Spies Like Us 7:00 9:00
Prizzis Honor 7:00 9:15

UNISEX HAIR SALON

Minimum Donation: $8.50

I

ON SCREEN

Tel. (401) 273-4410

TO F IN IS H

ADMIRAL PLAZA
9 Smithfield Rd.
(At The End of Admiral St.)
NO. PROVIDENCE
Orders To Go — Phone Ahead

Every Thurs. Nite is Ladies Nite
$.50 Drinks 8-10
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
Wed. ’s Groovemasters Thurs.
Feb. Plan 9&Eugene Chadbourne
Fri. Feb. 14 Groovemasters
w/Blue’s Messengers
Sat. Feb. 15 Junior Walker&The
All Stars
Feb. 16, 17 Neon Valley Boys
Tues. Feb. 18 Young Bucks
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St., Pro
vidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974
Every Tues. Tom Keegan&The
Language
Every Wed. Max Creek
Thurs. Masaii Regal; Minestic
Janmers
Fri. Schemers; Push Push
Sat. B-Willey Smith
Sun. Funk Nite
Mon. Buckwheat Vydeco; Ils
sont pietas band
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Feb. 12-15 The Westmeath
Bachelors
Feb. 16, 18 Dara Down
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed. Frank San
tos R-rated hypnotist
Every Tues. Flashback and 50’s
& 60’s Acapella performance
Every Thurs. Open Nite
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Every Fri. and Sat. Comedy
Review-Professionals

SALAD
PLATE.'8
EXCLUDING
L

-

TOSSED SALAD
_
i
.
J

I

SYRIAN |
SANDWICH
g

LISA BOX 3012
OR
MAUREEN 3467 '
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FEATURES------PC Senior Turned Musician

Primary Target’s Style is
Right on the Mark
by Liz Gambuto
Primary Target is a new band
which will quickly be making a
name for itself with its unique com
bination o f sound and its clear-cut
image.
This four member band original
ly played at parties and small
private affairs, and they have mov
ed on to do clubs and other public
appearances.
The fascinating feature of
Primary Target is that its lead
singer, Jeff Scannell, is a senior
majoring in engineering here at PC.
Originally from Weymouth
Massachusetts, Jeff composes and
sings the songs for Primary Tar
get.
The remarkable thing about Jeff
is that he has never taken any music
classes and he cannot read music.
He writes and plays by ear.
In his sophomore year, he taught
himself to play the bass, and six
months ago he picked up the
guitar. Jeff rigorously practiced
scales and all of the other tedious
aspects of mastering an instrument
before one can learn to make
music. He composes on his head
and then tries them out on his bass.
Primary Target was formed at
Christmas in 1984 from the rem
nants of a band called The Three
D ’s.
Now, the four members are: Bob
Brazier (the drummer, from the
University of Massachusetts), John
Leonard (the bass player’s, also
from UMass.), Mike Vogel (the
guitar player, from the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology),
and Jeff.
Mike writes his own guitar part
while Jeff does the bass, melody,

and lyrics o f thier songs. Jeff and
Mike work together first, and then
they try their compositions out with
the rest of the band.
Their music is a combinatioon of
“ mod” and “ ska” . “ Mod is a mid
60’s rock...it is rebellious pop
music...one of the earliest forms of
punk music,” said Scannell.
The Who, in their early stages,
would be a good example of
“mod” music, and thier inspire the
name Primary Target.
The “ mods” o f the 60’s would
“ live to dress neatly...they! rode
scooters as part of their rivalry with
the leather rockers on motor
cycles,” he added.
On the other hand, “ ska” is a
“ fast Caribbean type of music with
a lot o f percussion and bassL.sort
of reggae.”
Both kinds o f music underwent
a rebirth in England in the late 70’s
which is how Primary Target came
to adopt a synthesis of that sound
for their own.
As well as playing a “ mix of
both,” the band feels that they are
“expressing the tension of the days
we live in,” Scannell explained.
The majority of the songs ;which
Primary Target play are original
compositions.
j
During a performance thjy will
play no more that two “ covers” .
When they do sing someone else’s
songs, they are those of, The Clash,
The Police, The Specials, pr The
Jam.
After starting out playing at par
ties, Primary Target began “getting
our sound together,” as Schnnell
put it, and they made a demq tape.
They have played at Jack’s and
The Rat in Massachusetts as well
as The Cage in RI.
;

Laws of Chivalry Aside.,
at Medieval Manor it’s
ANYTHING GOES!!!
by Kathy Rossbaum
“ And if you feel the need to
journey to Canterbury,’’(better
known as the restroom) “ you must
first ask my permission. This will
only be granted the old fashioned
way—you must earn it,” laughed
the King of The Medieval Manor
as he explained the rules of his

An evening at the Medieval
Manor theatre-restaurant in Boston
is perhaps best known for its
outlandish “ Laws of Chivalry”
which must prevail at all times.
Food must be eaten with your
hands as there are no utensils, no
food may be thrown, your waitress
must be called “ Wench” , there is
no smoking and most importantly,
you may only act when the King
gives his permission. Anything else
is anything goes!
As you step back hundreds of
years into an evening at the

Medieval Manor, a family 'style
banquet in six courses, an unilsual
and hilarious cast o f characters,
and dozens of rowdy college
students who make up a typical au
dience are ready to greet you.
The entertainment throughout
the meal is a “ vaudevillian burles
que” o f the Middle Ages—a show
which boasts the longest run ifl the
history o f Boston theatre. '
As the Lord o f the Mhnor
beckons his Minstrel, Oaf, Wen
ches and Touchstone the J'ester
(who
repeatedly
m utters
“ anachronism , anachronism ,
an achronism ”
to
himself
throughout the evening), to. res
pond to his every whim with song,
story and assorted antics, the au
dience is encouranged to joirt the
With all the beer you can drink
included in the price of the meal
and show, the spirits flow frfeely.
And so does the laughter and a
feeling of camaraderie which is the
secret ingredient o f Medieval
Manor.
So if you’re looking for an even
ing out that’s guaranteed to b? dif
ferent from the rest, find ouj for
yourself what everyone’s talking
about at the Medieval Manor in
Boston.
Don’t worry if you missed the
BOP’s recent trip to the Manor,
reservations can be made for par
ties as small as four by calling (617)
423-4900.

The band has a performance
coming up at The Living Room in
Providence and a couple at PC.
Sometime in March, Primary
Target will be playing at The Col
onel’s Corner to raise money for
the engineering society and they are
also trying to get a date at the Last
Isn’t it difficult to be in a band
and attend college at the same
time? “ Of course it is,” Scannell
noted.
The band is “ second to school
while we’re in school...we all enjoy
music a lot but it’s not worth the
risk...we’re mainly a summertime
band,” he added.
During the eight months that
they have off, Jeff is still busy com
posing songs for the band.
“ We’re all thinking in terms of
after graduation...a long term pro
ject. (Although) the concept of
Primary Target is made fun of and
we make fun o f each other when
we practice...we all take this very
seriously.”
“ I like a real singer who can hit
all o f his notes w ithout
cheating...not a screamer with no
harmonic. I try not to model
myself after anybody,” said
Scannell.
Yet Jeff tends to emulate the
sounds of “ The English Beat”
because their bands play the same
type of music and Dave is one of
those “ real singers with his style.
Primary Target is what Jeff
termed “ a clean alternative.” The
band doesn’t drink or smoke and
they would never want to “ sacrifice
their sound” by doing so,
“ I love to perform,” Jeff em-

by Brian T. Thornton)
phasized, “ but 1 don’t like the rock
and roll scene...it’s fake and
sleazy...there’s a phoniness. We
prefer playing to high school
students at a dance instead of to an
over twenty-one group at a bar or
something...if the music isn’t
enough than either we’re lacking
(and I hope we’re not) or your lack
ing.”
Would Jeff abandon his ideas of
becoming an engineer if given a
“ big break” ?
“ With a contract and a large
sum of money...I’d give a shot just
to say I did it,” Jeff reflected.
What advice would Jeff give to
anyone who wants to start a band
or to have a musical career?
“ You have to be ultimately
dedicated to your instrument...it
takes years o f experience to be a

musician.,.1 don’t consider myself
a musician,” Scannel! admitted.
“ Like anything, school or
sports...to succeed you need per
sonal discipline, drive, and prac
tice...it’s a pursuit of excellence.”
Jeff is not only a systems science
major who will graduate from PC
this year to get a graduate degree
at either Northeastern or Boston
University, but he’s also the
motivated lead singer for a band
which is very serious about what
they do.
Jeff stressed that “ it’s a four
man effort.”
Primary Target is right on the
mark with their sound, their at
titude, and their future.

In Boston, It’s B.B. King, Mel Torme
AND ALL THAT JAZZ!!!
It’s a blend of the old and the
The Boston Globe Jazz and
Heritage Festival this year may
have a new name and some new
evnets, but in keeping with tradi
tion, it will still have some of the
top names in the world of musictoday.
This year’s frstival will be held
March 13-23 and includes such
headliners as jazz pianist Keith Jarrett, trumpet players Miles Davis
and Freddie Hubbard, vocalists
Nina Simone and Mel Torme, the
Count Basie Orchestra, George
Shearing, folk singer Joan Baez,
blues singer B.B. King, and the big
band sound of the Glenn Miller
Orchestra.
For its 15th presentation this
year, the Globe and festival pro
ducer George Wein have broaden
ed the concept o f the event to in
clude “ heritage” in its title and in
several Of the events.
“ Expanding the program with
.other musical styles,” says Richard
A. Collins Jr., Globe public affairs

director, “ allows us to reflect the
extraordinary cultural heritage of
New England and provide good
entertainment for people with
varied musical tastes at prices they
can afford.”
Besides 14 performances by top
stars, the festival will have three
new events: a “ Jazz Symposium”
at the Boston Public Library Satur
day, March 15, entitled “ The Basie
Legacy: Past, Present, and
Future,” moderated by Dan
M organstern, director o f the
Rutgers Institute of Jazz Studies;
“ A Feast of Irish Song, Music, and
Laughter,” on St. Patrick’s Day,
Monday, March 17, at the Berklee
Performance Center; and a “ New
Orleans Cabaret Night,” at the
Boston Park Plaza Hotel, Wednes
day, March 19, featuring the Olym
pia Brass Band from New Orleans.
Most performances will occur at
Boston’s Symphony Hall, the
Berklee Performance Center, or
Boston’s Opera House. Patrons are
urged to check the Globe
newspaper for details onn per

HANG ON!!!
Only 36 Days Left
Until the First D ay
of Spring!

formers, dates, times, locations,
and various ticket prices.
Tickets are available at all
Ticketrons,
Concertcharge
(497-1118), Teletron (720-3434),
and performance hall box offices.
Cabaret Night tickets are available
through mail order only.

Tickets for any performance
may be ordered by mail. To order,
send a check or money order,
payable to The Boston Globe Jazz
and Heritage Festival, a stamped,
self-addressed envelope, and $ 1.00
per order for handling, to: The
Boston Globe Jazz and Heritage
Festival, P.O. Box II, Back Bay
Annex, Boston, MA. 02117. Please
specify the performance you wish
to attend.
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Charles C. Spaulding Topped
The Insurance World

He's On A Mission...
PC Senior to Join Operation Raleigh
by Nancy C. Vunic
Operation Raleigh is a four-year,
round-the-’w orl'd
expedition
organized by members of the Scien
tific Exploration Society, the Ex
plorer’s Club, and the Institute of
Underwater Archaeology, with the
support and participation of many
universities and foundations
throughout the world.
His Royal Highness the Prince ol
Wales, Prince Charles, is the
patron and the World Head
quarters is in London,
The goal is for 4000 young peo
ple of many nations to take part in
a variety of challenging and ex
citing scientific research projects,
community aid activities, and
rigorous expeditions. There are
1500 spaces available to United
States participants over the four
year period.
The Operation will consist of 16
phases, each of approximately 3
months, and each involving an in
ternational group of. up to 250
voung men and women, aged 17 to
24, who still will be called
“ Venturers".
Each phase will consist of 2-3
separate expeditions.
The Operation’s flagship. Sir
Walter Raleigh, is a 275-loot
world-range motorized research
vessel. Sailing vessels, including
several square-riggers; will join the
•project at various times throughout
the circumnavigation.
Operation Raleigh’s themes of
science and service will link an en
thusiastic pioneer spirit to the
youth leadership development
ideals of the project.
Goal orientated energy will be
directed in ardous, often under un
comfortable conditions in very
remote areas. The climate and ter

rain may vary from high, cold
mountains to hot, humid jungles to
icy wastelands.
Selected venturers will prove they
are capable of withstanding tough
environmental extremes while re
taining a capacity for difficult work
with, high motivation.
While making a practical con
tribution to the betterment of the
human condition, they will gain a
deeper understanding of each
other’s backgrounds and cultures.
Each project will be organized

O p e ra tio n
R a le ig h

and led by a highly experienced
staff of international scientists, ex
plorers, and youth leaders.
Many o f the Venturer tasks in
volve assisting researchers with
their various studies including
marine biology, botanical collec
tions,
archeological
digs,
geographical surveys, and many
ecological and conservation pro
jects. Other tasks will consist of
constructing huts, trails and water
and drainage systems, as well as
assisting in medical relief for
remote villages.
There will be be journeys by land
and water into previously littleexplored regions. On thesea, some
Venturers will learn to sail tall ships
and others will dive on coral reefs
to monitor pollution effects.
The word is official. Senior,

by Jennifer Maultsby

Peter Reibold has been selected to
participate in an expedition of In
donesia, as one o f the eight phases
of Operation Raleigh.
In a recent interview, Reibold ex
claimed, “ If anything presents a
challenge, I’ll be1interested.”
In May, after his final semester
here at PC, Reibold will be heading
off for perhaps the greatest
challenge of his lifetime.
The three months which he will
spend exploring new cultures, con
ducting a wide variety of scientific
research, and performing com
munity service, will stand as a ma
jor stepping stone to larger goals
such as working in Botswana,
Africa as a member of the Peace
Corps, and eventually settling
down to a career in teaching.
Reibold fervently believes,
“ That as much as I’m getting out
o f this, it’s still working for so
meone else.”
The major themes of the expedi
tion are clearly science, and service,
but it is without a doubt that Bri
tain’s Prince Charles, upon consen
ting to be the Operation’s patron,
expected each and every participant
to experience a most unique in
dividual growth, as well as an
awareness to the vastness of the
world which surrounds him.
When asked how he is preparing
for the adventure which will soon
at hand, Reibold exclaimed, “ I’m
thinking about it alot.”
Certainly, a tremendous amount
o f mental preparation is involved
in preparing to leave for a country
which he knows so little about, and
for an expedition which has been
See OPERATION, pg. 12

Editor's note: The following is .
part three o f a four part series
in recognition o f Black History
month.
The years immediately following
Emanicpation were very difficult
ones for the newly freed but
destitute Negroes. Often they could
not afford medical care for the
sick, or even to bury the dead. So,
to do these things they had to band
together.
The first Negro-owned insurance
company, the African Insurance
Company, started in 1810 with a
capital o f $5000.
Today insurance is the largest
American Negro business with
more than two hundred companies
owned and operated entirely by
colored people. Their combined in
surance in force amounts to more
than a billion dollars.
The largest Negro insurance firm
in the world is the North Carolina
Mutual Life Insurance Company
o f Durham, North Carolina.;
Charles Clinton Spaulding was,
until his death in 1952, its presi
dent. His connection with the com
pany began as its first manager in
1898, and he saw it grow from the
ground up.
Spaulding with an 8th grade
education as a background, learn
ed the business from scratch. After
he became wealthy and famous in
the business world, he often said,
“ The only time I have ever been to
college was to deliver a commence
ment address.”
Spaulding’s integrity and in
dustry attracted the attention o f a
successful black barber, John Mer
rick, who owned five barbershops
in Durham, three for white patrons

and two for Negroes.
Mr. Merrick was interested in
starting an insurance company. Dr.
A.M . M oore, an uncle of
Spaulding’s, was interested too.
They both were busy men so they
asked young Spaulding to be the
manager.
The first client o f the new in
surance company was a man who
paid $.65 as the initial premium on
a $40 policy. After twenty-one
years John Merrick, the barber,
died followed by Dr. Moore.
Charles C. Spaulding built the
insurance company into one of the
most important in America. He
kept up many varied outside in
terests as well.
In 1926 he became president of
the National Negro Business
League. He served as trustee o f the
Universities of Howard, Shaw, and
of the N orth Carolina State
College.
When Charles C. Spaulding died
in 1952 the New York Herald
Tribune reported that the North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
Company with its affiliates was the
largest all-Negro business enter
prise in the world, having assets of
more than thirty-three million
dollars, and over $165 million
worth of insurance policies in force
in eight states.
A very modest man, and a firm
believer in Booker T. Washington’s
advice to let down your bucket
where you are, Spaulding laid his
success entirely to hard work. He
had great faith in personal
initiative.
In giving advice to young people,
he often said, “ You can’t drink
from the spring high upon the
mountain unless you climb for the
water.”
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FRIDAY NIGHT FEBRUARY 14, 1986
DOORS OPEN A T 7:30 P.M.

AIMISSI0N $6.00
SHCWTIMES: 2 SHOWS 8 P.M. & 11 P.M.

TICKETS GOOD FOR BOTH SHOWS O R ALL NIGHT

ALL AGES A E M U T E D

PROPER I.D. REQUIRED FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

TICKETS N OW O N SALE

TICKETS ARE LIMITED AND SOLD IN ADVANCE A T ALL TICKETR0N LOCATIONS
O R AT THE ROCKY POINT MA I N OFFICE FRCM 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M. SEVEN DAYS
TICKETS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE A T THE DOC® C M THE NITE OF THE SHOW
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED F OR ADVANCE TICKET SALES ONLY

44 Large vehicles
ACROSS
45 Tape recorder
1 Grouches
button
6 Forceful gush
47 Storage structure
11 Antelope leather
48 High in pitch
13 Hater travelers
49 More regretful
15 Regret
51 Tenth wedding
16 Large global regi n
anniversary
,52 Food expert
17 Poisonous snake
18 Former French
54 Food
kingdom
56 On the way (2 wds.
20 The --- Offensiv
57 Agents of retri
bution
21 "A --- is Born"
23 Endures
58 Vane directions
24 Neat
59 Torn places
25 "Love Story" author
27 Permit
DOWN
28 Relish
1 President Arthur
29 Shrinks back
31 Physician of old,
2 Wild outbreak
and family
3 I love: Lat.
32 Franklin's toy
33 Rabbit
5 Firm fiber
34 Poe's bird (pi.)
6 Becomes spoiled
37 Tiresome teachers
7 Shave off
40 Encourages
8 Actress Hagen
41 Trigonometric rat'
9 Uneasy
(abbr.)
10 Tested for size
42 Prized music make)
(2 wds.)
for short
11 Stupid

12 Place in Rossini
13 Le*Havre hat
14 Woodland deities
19 Class of verte
brates
22 Illegal businesses
24 Astaire and Crosby,
26 Cut of meat
28 FDR's mother.
et al.
30 Part of TGIF
31 Israeli tribe
33 Mercenary of '76
34 Destroy
35 Marine mollusk
36 California city
37 Rain
38 Most hackneyed
39 Salty medicines
41 A la --43 Prohibitions
45 Auden and Donne
46 Type of fisherman
49 Indecent language
50 Hoarfrost
53 Cornish prefix in
55 Checker pieces
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A Budding Passion
For Valentine's D ay... Why not Send the Very Best?
by Terry Malloy
Legend has it that when Venus
arose from the foam of the sea, the
gods werre so enchanted by her
beauty they created a flower of
equal splendor to greet her: the
rose.
Throughout history, the rose has
been a symbol of love, mystery,
heroism and perfection.
It has been so much a part of our
lives that often we have taken it for
granted.
But now, as people tire of the
geometric, minimal and mechaniz
ed, we find a palpable longing for
romance, for elegance and simplici
ty, and for the solid, dependable
strenght of our heritage.
The rose is back.
As Bette Weaver Sussman, ex
ecutive director of the Queens
Botanical Garden in New York,
puts it, the impetus for this
resurgence lies “ in the endless
varieties o f roses. They’re
something one never tires of. There
is a rose to suit every taste.
In fact, there are'about 20,000
varieties today, 5,000 of them
available commercially.
With so many to choose from in
terms o f color, shape, size and
fragrance, attention has focused on
two areas: for cut roses, the stun
ning new varieties mainly from
France, such as the Morelia; and
for the garden, the return of such
old-fashioned favorites as moss
roses, species roses, simple rugosas
and cabbage roses, with their
superlative fragrance and hardy
nature.
The rose is one of the world’s
most ancient flowers. Rose fossils
40 million years old have been
found in Oregon and Colorado.
Roses flourished in Ancient China,

Persia and Egypt where, during the
height of the Roman Empire,
shiploads were transported across
the sea for lavish Roman festivals
and military parades. Nero is said
to have spend the equivalent of
$100,000 on roses for a single ban
quet, while Cleopatra prepared her
seduction o f Marc Antony by
covering the floor up to their knees
with layers o f rose petals.
The 30 year War of the Roses in
the 15th century saw the white rose
as the symbol for the House of
York and the red for the House of
Lancaster. Finally tiring of con
flict, the two houses put an end to
their differences by marrying
Elizabeth of York to Henry VII, il
lustrating their union with the redand-white York-and-Lancaster
rose.
But Josephine, wife o f
Napoleaon I, reigns as history’s
greatest Ivoer of roses. At Chateau
Malmaison, their estate near Paris,
Josephine’s passion for roses led
her deeply into debt as she created
a magnificent rose garden, collec
ting 250 different varieties, virtual
ly all that were known at the time.
The Malmaison garden soon
became a fashionable gathering
place for artists, botanists and
dedicated gardeners. And thanks to
Josephine’s obsession, a rose
garden became de rigueur for
members of the French elite.
Endless Variety
As a result o f modern breeding
techniques largely pioneered at
Malmaison, there are thousands of
new varieties.
Modern roses have been organiz
ed into several classes. Of these, the
best known are the hybrid teas,
distinguished by their extraordinary
range o f shape, size, color and

fragrance. About a century old as
a formal class, they were first
developed in 1867 by the French
rose breeder JB Guillot.
Among today’s outstanding
varities are Tiffany, with its blend
o f light pink and pale gold tones
and robust fragrance; First Prize,
and elegant rose with a deep pink
bud unfolding to ivory inside; Dou
ble Delight, a rich cream and
strawberry-pink whose colors
change as it opens; and Peace, the
most popular rose of all time, with
pale yellow petals tinged with pink
borders, and a tall, sturdy stem.
Almost all cut roses are hybrid teas.
Floribundas, or “ flowers in
abundance,” are hardier and pro
duce more flowers than hybrid
teas. They bloom continuously
throughout the summer, up to the
year’s first frost.
Excellent landscape plants,
floribundas were developed in the
early 1900s in Denmark and require
relatively little maintenance.
Among the top varieties are the
Europeana, a cardinal red that
grows in large, heavy cluster; Lit
tle Darling, a salmon-and-yellow
bic'olor with an irresistable, spicy
fragrance; and Ivory Fashion, a
white exhibition rose.
The most recent class was
created in 1954—the grandifloras,
which are a cross between a hybrid
tea and a floribunda.
The superb Queen Elizabeth, one
o f the great classics, is salmon-pink
outside opening to clear pink
within and has upt to 40 petals.
Grandifloras grown to heights of
eight feet and more and generally
have greater resistance to disease
and cold than other rose classes.
Climbing roses are not a formal
class but include larger types of

other classes growing 50 feet and
more. Not natural climbers, they
must be tied or fastened to a sup
port such as a wall, fence or trellis
and trained to grow in the desired
direction.
Recent years have seen an enor
mous growth in the popularity of
minatures, as they can be cultivated
easily in smalj gardens as well as in
flower boxes, baskets or pots. They
caused a sensation with the in
troduction in 1936 of the Tom
Thumb miniature from Holland.
Since then, several varieties have
been developed, including the
crimson-red Beauty Secret and the
orange-red Starina.
Roses Go Public
The Charles H. Perkins
Memorial Rose Garden at the
Queen Botanical Garden in New
York is the largest public rose
garden in the Northeast, boasting
5,000 rosebushes covering an acre
and a half.
Among other outstanding public
rose gardens are the Elizabeth Park
Rose Garden in West Hartford,
CT, the Descano Gardens in La
Canada, CA, the Municipal Rose
Garden in Tyler, TX, and what
many rose connoisseurs consider
the finest—the International Rose
Test Garden in Portland, OR. But
there are hundreds more around
the country.
In general, roses need an open
sunny area where they can get
about six hours of sun each day
(western exposure is best), some
wind protection, proper drainage,
good soil, pruning and a consistent
spraying program.
O f course, you don’t have to
grow roses to enjoy them. Despite
claims that the newer varieties re
quire minimal care, roses do need

some regular attention if they are
to thrive.
Caring For Bouquets
Dennis Wilson, of New York Ci
ty’s high-fashion floral shop ad
vises customers to look for stiff,
strong, sturdy stems that aren’t soft
at the top. He prefers roses that are
open, but for those who want buds,
he suggests, gently squeezing them
to be certain they’re solid and firm.
He emphasizes that the stem
should be cut two inches from the
bottom on a slant with a very sharp
knife and then placed in warm
water as soon as possible.
Daily recutting and fresh water
are both essential to prolonging the
life of cut roses.
Wilson also uses a few drops of
Clorox in the water to kill bacteria,
the primary cause of premature
death.
But even if you follow all these
steps, your roses will probably not
last longer than four days. Cut
roses from your garden can last up
to 10 days or longer, with care.
Keep them in a cool place at night.
It is an old tradition to send
messages, especially of love,
through flowers. The Victorians in
particular made this an art with
The cabbage rose became “ the
Ambassador o f Love,” the yellow
rose indicated jealousy, a white
rose symbolized “ I am worthy of
you” and a white and red together
signified unity. The red rose simp
ly meant “ I love you.”
This rose language remains with
us today, although meanings have
changed with the times. Yellow
roses now indicate friendship while
red frequently stands for ardor.
Despite its apparent fragility, the
rose ha'erHiirprl Its nonularity has
^ pr’ ROSES, pg. 15

BOP NF.WS
★ Coffeehouse ★
Tuesday, Feb. 25th
with Tricia Small
Candied Apples

Special Events presents...

Dance

/ P a rty j
9 :0 0 -1 :0 0
with a D.J.

in the Last Resort
9-12

Friday, Feb. 28th in the Last Resoif

Spring Weekend

LOGO C O N T E S T
Submit your phrase and design to
P.O. Box 3 135 or 3785

$50

9J

cash prize for selected logo!
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You Belong In The Zoo!
Act Fast...Limited Space Available
The Roger Williams Park Zoo
Docent Council is once again
recruiting new members to join its
dedicated group o f volunteer j
teachers. Anyone who is interested :
in learning about animals and their
world is urged to participate in a
specialized 10 week training pro
gram dealing with all aspects of zoo.
education beginning March 1986.
Classes for new weekday trainees
will be held on Tuesdays from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. and for weekend

trainees on Saturdays from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Graduates o f this pro
gram may serve as tour guides, in
formational officers, lecturers or
classroom teachers through a
minimum committment of 3 hours
per week. If you love animals and
wish to become a part o f this
special family, please call 785-9450
Ext. 48 between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m., Monday through Friday, for
an appointment. All candidates will
be interviewed and applications will
be filled out and reviewed at that

Thought fo r the Week...

^Experience is a comb that
nature gives us when we are
bald ff

THE ZOO WANTS YOU TO
JOIN IN THE FUN AS A
MEMBER OF THE ROGER
WILLIAMS PARK ZOO DO
CENT COUNCIL!!!
Requirements:
You must be a High School
Graduate.
You must be 18 years old or older.
You must have your own
transportation.

Some Healthy
Hints For
Staying Slim
This Spring

Chinese proverb
Weight gain is by no means in
evitable when you quit cigarettes,
according to the Office o f Nutri
tion Services of the Rhode Island
Department of Health.
While some weight gain can easi
ly occur, partly because food tastes
better after you quit, it is preven
table. Here are some tips from the
Nutrition Services staff:

Summer Jobs
Cape Cod, Massachusetts and
the off-shore islands 6 f Nantucket
and Martha’s Vineyard have more
good paying jobs open to students
and teachers this summer than ever
For generations businesses in
these resort areas have been hiring
college students from all over the
country, including the New
England, New York, and Penn
sylvania areas.
According to Bonnie Bassett,
spokesperson for the Cape Cod
Summer Job Bureau, “ the recent
explosive growth in tourism here
has created u n precedented
scrambling by businesses and
resorts looking for summer help.

The seasonal job market has never
been this good....the jobs are
waiting, now we just need people
to fill them. The opportunities are
exciting, the pay is good, and now
is the time to act.”
“ Hiring goes on right through
June,” Ms. Basset added, “ but the
choice jobs generally go to those
who apply earliest. There are no
employment fees.”
For immediate information on
the many kinds o f jobs available
and details on how to apply send
a long self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Cape Cod Summer
Job Bureau, Box 594, Room 8,
Barnstable, MA 02630.

♦For healthy snacking, when the
urge to eat replaces the urge to
smoke, keep some low-calorie
alternatives handy—such as fresh
fruit or raw vegetables washed and
ready to eat. Carry sugarless gum
or mints.
*At social gatherings, when you
may be tempted to smoke or eat,
make sure you have access to such
healthy treats as unbuttered pop
corn or raw vegetables with lowcalorie yogurt or cottage cheese
dip.
*On coffee breaks, pass up highfat or sugary foods (like doughnuts
or danish) and instead have fresh
fruit, plain crackers, bread sticks or
a similar substitute. Better still,
take a walk instead o f eating.
♦Select some activities you enjoy to
occupy the times you would be
most inclined to smoke or eat.
Some possibilities: bicycling, walk
ing, knitting, gardening.
♦Exercise regularly. It will burn off
fat and reduce the stressful feelings
that can motivate you to smoke or
♦To resist the temptation to take se
cond helpings or have an afterdinner smoke, eat slowly and leave
the table once the meal is over.
For a free booklet. Weigh Con
trol Guidance In Smoking Cessa
tion, call the Health Department’s
N utrition
H otline
at
1-800-624-2700.

MISC
Dave: Only you would know!
Bones:
Thanks for being such a great
guyYour pals at 20 Eaton St.

LOST

Congrats to John Izzo from all of

Lost in Rat Super Bowl Sunday a
blue windbreaker. If found please
call Lou at 831-1622.

The Scooter Club would like to ex
press it sympathy to Eric “ Petey”
Peterson regarding the recent theft
of his scooter, (from behind

Lost: Teressa Mobilio. Last seen
chasing plastic geese. If found
please...please....please...keep her!

by Anne C. D’Andrea
What to give that special person
for Valentine’s Day—that’s the big
question! The CowI would like to
aid you “ down the path o f true
love” , so here are a few
suggestions!
They say that you give Hallmark
cards “ when you care enough to
send the very best” well, why not
go a step further and make your
own card with its own special
message. Buy some red construc
tion paper, some lace doilies and
some stickers or glitter and go a lit
tle crazy! You Vaentine will know
how much you spent on it, and that
will mean more than the card!
They say the way to a man’s
heart is through his stomach. Well
how about the guy’s baking this
Valetine’s Day? Pillsbury Slice &
Bake sugar cookies with red
sprinkles would be nice, or perhaps
a heart shaped cake? Simply make
I square cake and 1 round cake and
position the square one in a . >.mond shape and cut the round one
in half. These 2 halves will be plac
ed on the top of thee square. Frost
with pink icing and you’re all set!
How about some love coupons?
These can be bought in many card
stores—but why not make your
own and tuck them in your card?
Or how about your picture in a
special frame? Another good idea
to fall back on is cologne or per
fume. Some popular perfumes are
Georgio, Coco by Channel, Obses
sion and Opium. Guys will love
Paco Rabanne, Polo or Grey Flan
nel (and so will you!). Stuffed
animals are also a thoughtful gift.
The Bear Necessities on Thayer St.
has a nice selection.
★ ROSES continued from pg. 15
fluctuated, often paralleling
fashions in dress, design and con
cepts of beauty.
The present rage for roses may
stem from nostalgia, from stirrings
of patriotism and romanticism or
from a longing for all that is classic
and for basic, undying values.
Through it all, the rose remains a
mystery: at once old and new,
familar and surprising, ephemeral
and eternal.
Caring For Bouquets
Dennis Wilson, of New York Ci
ty's high-fashion floral shop ad
vises customers to look for stiff,
strong, sturdy stems that aren’t soft
at the top. He prefers roses that are
open, but for those who want buds,
he suggests, gently squeezing them
to be certain they’re solid and firm.
He emphasizes that the stem
should be cut two inches from the
bottom on a slant with a very sharp
knife and then placed in warm
water as soon as possible.
Daily recutting and fresh water
are both essential to prolonging the
life of cut roses.
Wilson also uses a few drops of
Clorox in the water to kill bacteria,
the primary cause of premature

Feeling a little risque? Filene’s
has some great boxer shorts and
bikini’s covered with hearts! These
run about $5-$7 and will be a sure
hit with your sweetheart!
If you’re “ in the chips” why not
plan a romantic dinner for two?

The Little Inn in Johnston has
reasonable prices, good food and
a great romantic atmosphere in a
room complete with a roaring
fireplace. Or better yet, make “ din
ner for two” at home. Indulge in
some good champagne (Korbel),
some oysters (an aphrodisiac!), and
tune into 105 Light FM. Sparks
should fly!
Perhaps the best Valentine’s Day
gift is a simple “ I love you” and
a kiss to a boyfriend or
girlfriend—and don’t forget Mom
and Dad, sister and brother, grand
mother and grandfather and your'
roomies! It’s not really the gift that
matters, but the idea of giving, and
th best gift to give is a little piece
of yourself!
But even if you follow all these
steps, your roses will probably not
last longer than four days. Cut
roses from your garden can last up
to 10 days or longer, with care.
Keep them in a cool place at night.
It is an old tradition to send
messages, especially o f love,
through flowers. The Victorians in
particular made this an art with
roses.
The cabbage rose became “ the
Ambassador of Love,” the yellow
rose indicated jealousy, a white
rose symbolized “ I am worthy of
you” and a white and red together
signified unity. The red rose simp
ly meant “ I love you.”
This rose language remains with
us today, although meanings have
changed with the times. Yellow
roses now indicate friendship while
red frequently stands for ardor.
The present rage for roses may
stem from nostalgia, from stirrings
of patriotism and romanticism or
from a longing for all that is classic
and for basic, undying values.
Through it all, the rose remains a
mystery: at once old and new,
familar and surprising, ephemeral
and eternal.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

CLASSIFIEDS
Slavon, Sunday at 6 pm. Any in
formation leading to the arrest,
conviction or death o f the
perpetrator will be rewarded by the
club. Info to box 2069.

Unique Valentine Gift
Ideas from The Cowl

Ohaus Triple Beam balance. Great
for weighing up to 600 grams of
cargo. A steal at $50 or best offer.
Bob 831-1622.
Waterbed: Brand new! Fits in
apartment easily. $275 or best of
fer call 865-3854 Anytime!!

Apartment for Rent
Oakland Ave — $40 0 .0 0 monthly
No utilities - S room - 2 bedrooms

APTS
5 room on Oakland Ave. Third
floor, porch. $350. Available in
June. Contact David at 438-7225.

C A L L JOE 1-783 -0 492
and leave message
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Valentine’s Day Classifieds
Dear Marshmallow: Let’s make a
date for the typing room. Happy
Valentine’s Day! Love, Your
feathered friend
Dearest Seamen St. Girls, Fat-aV
Clams, Eaton St. Travelers, Flip
per, Trapper, Oxer, Chipper,
Sears, Sweens, Hugh, Sweet Pea,
Fella Abela, MiahJere, Dotty’s
Boys and Martin Marian: Happy
Valentine’s Day Everyone! Love,
The
H appy
Girls.
Girls of the PPP-Happy Valen
tine’s Day. I love ya—Pooj

For the Love of God—The Beanpot Trot is SICK, but you’re
fabulous Jule Bulie—Have a great
day.
To The Salesman: Happy Hunting!
From: The Boys
To you fu’&* get some real
messages. The Salesman
Lee-Vi: How 'bout a Valentine’s
celebration? Phil Collins and Sun
County. My place Tuesday night?
Love you still, AML

Dear Poopla: If I could I’d lasso
the moon for you, but you know
that’s impossible, so will buying
Taco Maker do? Love, Sweetpea.

Who loves ya baby? Not Tyrone,
not Lionel but me baby me! We
can make it baby—you and me!
Long live the pink magic marker
laugh—Happy Valentine’s Meg
darling.

Dear Pete: Why don’t you come
over some time? XXOO—Ginny

Durk: Hey man!—Want your
shorts back? Nah!! Love SBS.

Dear Joe: Just think, some day we
can tell our kids that we met in the
Cowl office—and don’t worry,
we’ll all get jobs. Happy Valen
tine’s Day! Love, Anne and that
big guy who keeps stealing your
pencils

KD: 1 love you
Bill: Let’s try not to talk to each
other for the rest of the semester.
Happy Valentine’s Day! The Bir
thday Girl
Hey Salesman: My cousin is gone!
Love, MS

Dear Shmerl: Have you picked up
the Reddi Whip or should 1?
Photo Ed: 1 love you, I love you,
I love you! 1lust after you! The girl
from OR
Brian G: All you have to do is ask.
Flip: Looking forward to a night
of passion together before Com
mencement. Happy Valentine’s
Day!
J H: 1love to see you sweat!! Hap
py Day. Love you lots...The
Naughty Boy
The Happy Girls must die! Love,
MR
To my SA: Looking forward to our
rendezvous in NYC Happy Valen
tine’s Day! 1LY, Shad
Merry: 1 want to fulfill your every
fantasy. Yve
To my favorite Teddy Bear: Hap
py Valentine’s Day, Babe! Love,
Your fellow cuddler
Hi Pal: Happy Valentine’s Day!
It’s been the best year and a half
ever—here’s to champagne
dream s,
chocolate
kisses
and....otherwise. I love you.
XXOO Eskimo

Hey CC: Whenever you’re ready,
That hot chocolate and roaring
fireplace are waiting. And so am I.
Happy Valentine’s Day
I Love you very much
Me

To the Class Pres of 1987: Have a
beautifully structured Valentine’s
Day! Love and Kisses, The girls not
watching their VCR

Moose: When it comes to your pro
grams, Hoover knows best. Hap
py Valentine’s Day. Love, Me

Dawls: Stress Management! Can
you handle it or Valentine’s Day?
Love and Kisses

S.Pea: I can’t get enough of you.
Burma soon? Happy Valentine’s
Day.

Dear Lori: Thanks for all the great
times and memories—Happy
Valentine’s Day!! Happy 11th An
niversary. Love, Greg

Happy Valentine’s Day! I love you.
CJJT

Thanks KP, Cl, MC, and ED for
all our good times and your friend
ship. Have a Happy Valentine’s
Day. Luv, Nino

139 R adcliffe...H appy
Bitc&*9!. MG

Happy Valentine’s Day, Rob, even
if you’re just an AD MGR. Love,
FEAT ED.
Ted, I don’t give a big rat’s as* if
it is Valentine’s Day...Guess who??
Danny L: You are awesome!!! The
girl in the blue dress (w/the pink
panties!)
Hey Schnapps and hat man: Hap
py Valentine’s Day and get a new
pair of sweats. From the European
girls.

Boo-boo Bear, Boo-boo Kitty,
Boo-boo Doggy and Boo-boo Bun
ny wish you a Happy Valentine’s
Day. We all love you!
Happy Valentine’s Day to the 5th
that lives forever—Yaawhoee—
because o f mommies that watch
over toothpaste and melons while
dancing in a moldmobile before a
trip to Boston/NY and after thank
ing MR Paste, Tam and Kojak.

Hey Babe: Happy Valentine’s
Day!! Remember freshman year
lollipops, sophomore year Casa
. Lupita and junior year breakfasts
that never were!! I love you and be
good. Forever, Jake
Happening Club: How can you
describe a group o f gorgeous men
who are living in the same house
with six gorgeous women? Lucky,
I guess. Happy VD. PS Don’t
spend it alone.
Bubala: Next weekend will be the
best of our lives. (Almost...) Hap
py Valentine’s Day to my one and
only. I love you.
To Frosty: Hope Cupid’s Arrow
can penetrate the ice and find your
heart. Love, The Rafting Crew
To Our Shadrock: Cheers! Get
psyched for Florida! We miss you!
WLY, US
Kevin darling—I’ve had this
fragrance created especially for
you-not “ Forever Krystle” but
“ Simply Sondra” XXX Happy
Valentine’s Day

Quohogs....I’U be by for a Valen
tine visit. MG
Happy Valentine’s to 1HOP! 1 love
you. Vernon "

Sean P: Your fantasy awaits you.
VD

Gags: Where have you been all my
life? Have 1 got a story for you.
Love, Dirty Laundry
Dear Dave and John—We want to
wish you a Happy Valentine’s Day.
You’re the nastiest pillow fighter
on the block, but you make a mean
piece of toast. When’s Chicken
Marie? We love you—Anne and
Jane.
Boris: I love that Russian accent
and those blue eyes. Be mine! Your
American girl
Digithead: Happy Valentine’s Day!
Love, QT PI
Happy Girls....Maria and I have
set the date. This is definitely true
love.
JF: I think you are the most
adorable. I v
home.
Rhonda Lovelace: Type any juicy
memos lately? Love, Jimmy
O’Connor
Jackie: Just remember, in our
physical relationship I have the
hard part. Your job is...
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Ensr STATS AND STANDINGS

HOCKEY
EAST

Men’s Basketball Standings

Men’s Hockey Stats

Women’s Hockey Stats

RECORD: 9 - 2 0 - 1
1985-86 L a d y Friar Ice

Hockey Seventeen Game Statistics

SCORING
R E C O R D T O DATE:

1985-86 S easo n

11-3-3

G ord C ru ic k s h a n k - c
R ene T toudreaubt—lw
J im R o b b in s-lw
Tim 3 u l l ± v a n - c
J im H u g h e s -d
A r t i e Y e c m e la k is-rw
Shawn -W hitham-d
jS te v e H 3 ian c h i-e
H ik e 3 7 ± ta le - lw
l a n c e a f e ls o n -rw
JohnID eV oe-rw
'P e r r y F l o r i o - d
J o h n B u tte rw o r± h - c
H ik e K oe n ig -lw
M ic h a e l T la n a g a n - d
T e r r y S u ll i v a n - r w
J o h n F e rq u s o n -lw
Andy C a lc io n e - c
B rad M cC lo ck lin -d
N even :Kardum-c
M ik e c B rill—d
Tcin -L yons-lw
C h r i s J T e r r e r i- g
PC dteam .‘C r e d i t

Name

GA

G

A

PTS

Li s a Brown
Heather Linstad
Lori Marotta
Marlene Ricci
Michelle Ricci
Linda Belanger
Diane Belanger
Joanie Leonard
Karen McDonough
Yvonne Percy
Annie Boule
Colleen McLellan
Donna Matson
Kathy Harrington
And re a Tolve

17
15
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
14
17
17
17
17

19
12
12
2
5
4
0
2
4
1
3
0
0
0
0

3
9
7
14
10
5
8
4
2
5
1
3
2
2
0

22
21
19
16
.15
9
8
6
6
6
4
3
2
2
0

PC BENCH

17

0

0

0

PROVIDENCE TOTALS
Opponents Totals

17
17

65
27

75
34

140
61

GP

MIN

SVS

PCT

GA

GAA

9
8

516
441

210
139

.930
.927

16
11

1.68
1.35

GOALTENDING
Name

.

Pen/Min

2/4
4/8
4/8
1/2
4/8
1/2
0/0
6/12
4/8
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

41/82
38/76

s

(record)

S u e M u s s e y (5-1-3)
K a t h y C a r n e y (7-1-0)

PROVIDENCE TOTALS
Opponents Totals

17
17

957
957

349
422

.9 2 9
.8 6 7

27
65

1.52
3.67

PROVIDENCE TOTALS
O o ponents T o t a l s
•QALTENDING
•ame (r e c o r d )
h r i s T e r r e r i (4 -1 4 -0 )
Ed W a lsh (4 -5 -1 )
^ a rry C ro s b y (1 -1 -0 )
Empty N e t G o a ls
PROVIDENCE TOTALS

A

P ts

P/M ih

3
3
7
4
18
,2
0
3
2
0
0
2
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
2

12
16
15
14
16
11
9
33
“£
3
3
■4
•4
“5
3
1
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
3

38
26
24
23
19
TB
16
17
34
31
:8
*7
3
5
3
3
3
3

2 5 /5 0
3 2 /2 4
5/1 0
16/46
8/1 6
2 0 /4 0
3 3 /7 7
1 0 /2 0
3 /1 0
i8/16
6 /1 2
2 8 /6 4
1 1 /2 2
6 /1 2
1 9 /3 8
1 /2
1 /2
3 /6
2 /4
0 /0
1 0 /2 0
0 /0
1 /2
8 /1 6

-94
128

149
214

243
342

_G

N a m e -p o s itio n
SCORING

29
30
30
39
37
39
29
30
30
-20
30
30
.2 4
19
26
21
18
15
6
32
29
3
18
.3 0

26
10
9

30
30

9

2
1

0
0
0
3

2 4 4 /5 2 9
245/493

1985-36 S easo n
Min
1080
655
82

S vs
649
304
38

P et
.901
.869
.823

Ga
72
46
7
3

Gaa
4 .0 0
4 .2 1
5 .1 2

1824

1014

.888

128

4 .2 1

Continued from pg. 20

Big East Box Scores
NOTRE DAME (85)
Royal 3-7 14-17 20, Barlow 5-9
6-7 16, Kempton 4-6 1-3 9, Rivers
3-9 8-9 14, Stevenson 1-3 4-4 6,
Dolan 0-1 4-4 4, Price 4-9 4-4 12,
Connor 0-1 0-0 0, Hicks 2-3 0-0 4.
Totals 22-48 41-48 85.
SYRACUSE
Triche 3-5 3-4 9, Alexis 11-18 3-4
25, Seikaly 2-8 1-2 5, Addison 0-3
0-0 0, Washington 12-24 4-9 28,
Monroe 2-3 0-0 4, Walker 0-0 0-0
0, Douglas 5-5 0-0 10, Brower 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 35-67 11-19 81.
Halftime—Notre Dame 39,
Syracuse 35. Fouled out—Seikaly,
Triche, Washington, Brower. Total
fouls—Notre Dame 23, Syracuse
30. Rebounds—Notre Dame 35
(Barlow 8), Syracuse 34 (Alexis 10).
Assists—Notre Dame 23 (Royal 5),
Syracuse 17 (Washington 9).
Technical—Addison, Boeheim.
A—32,397.

SETON HALL (54)
BOSTON COLLEGE (75)
Salley 2-6 0-0 4, McLoud 8-21
McCready 7-14 7-7 21, Doherty
05 0-0 0, Gordon 2-4 0-1 4, Bar- 1-1 17, Bryant 2-11 5-8 9, Major
0-5 0-0 0,- Greene 1-6 0-1 2, Mor
ros 10-19 3-3 23, Pressley 2-2 0-0
ton 3-4 5-8 11, Burton 2-7 1-4,
4, Hierpe 1-4 0-0 2, Bowers 5-5 1-4
Walker 2-2 2-5 6, Ramos 0-2 0-0 0,
11, J Benton 2-6-1-2 5, S Benton
11 0-0 2, Monroe 1-1 1-1 3, Micol Sina 0-0 0-0 0, Torulla 0-0 0-0 0.
Totals 20-64 14-27 54.
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 31-61 13 18 75.
GEORGETOWN (81)
ST. JOHN’S (87)
Williams 9-17 5-6 23, Wingate
Glass 11-14 2-3 24, Jones 4-7 7-7
9-15 0-0 18, Dalton 1-3 0-0 2, M
15, Berry 2-7 3-4 7, Jackson 3-7 7-9
Jackson 1-2 0-0 2, Broadnax 3-5
13, Rowan 7-13 2-2 16, HempelO-1
0-0 6, McDonald 2-2 3-3 11, Smith
4-4 4, Bross 1-1 0-0 2, Baldi 0-1 6-8
4-7 3-3 11, Edwards 1-1 0-1 2, Ma6, Shurina 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 28-51
teen 1-2 2-2 4, J Jackson 1-2 0-1 2,
31-37 87.
Winston 1-1 0-1 2, Highsmith 1-1
Halftime—St. J jhn’s 34, Boston
0-0 2. Totals 34-58 13-16 81.
Coll 32. Fouled out—McCready.
Halftim e—Georgetown 32,
Rebounds—Boston Coll 28
Seton Hall 21. Fouled out—
(McCready 8), St. John’s 32 (Jones
Bryant. Rebourids—Seton Hall 35
8). A ssists—Boston Coll 11
(McLoud 7), Georgetown 44
(Doherty 3), St. John’s 16 (Jackson
(Williams, M Jackson, Smith 4).
10). Total fouls—Boston Coll 26,
Total fouls—Seton Hal] 20,
St. John’s 18. A—6008.
Georgetown 26. Technicals—
Georgetown Coach Thompson.

Here’s my list of eight candidates
for the job, in alphabetical order,
1 think the Committee should
recommend: Larry Brown, Kansas;
Denny Crum, Louisville; Charles
Dreisell (who doesn’t want to be
called Lefty), Maryland; Guy
Lewis, Houston; Lute Olson,
Arizona; Digger Phelps, Notre
Dame; Eddie Sutton, Kentucky;
and John Thompson, Georgetown.
The above-named coaches have
ail the necessary ingredients: The
long contracts with the unviersities,
the TV exposure, the credibility
with the players, the knowledge,
and all have had some experience

with International coaching. Also,
they all have one of the most im
portant things, the staff inside their
basketball departments—the office
inside an office, it you will—that
allows them the tremendous
amount of time required to get
everything in place. This is an act
of love, remember, with no dollar
sign.
To sum up, the time is now. The
US Olympic coach should be
chosen, and soon. There’s a lot that
has to get done in the two years re
maining, and the coach is the guy
who has to start the ball rolling, if
everything is to get into sine.

A complimentary bus will be supplied for
the W omen's Basketball Big East
Championship Tournament at Boston
College on Saturday, February 29,
1986.

Intramural Athletic Notes
Supersports rosters are now
available. Pick up your rosters at
the IAB office in Peterson. Get
your rosters in early. Only 2 Var
sity Athletes per team.
Racquetball Tournament
Women’s Novice: Kathy Fugere
and Lisa O’Brien are playing in the
finals.
Women’s B: Kathy Parry is the
champion.
Women’s A and Men’s A are
still in the playing stages. Leading
in the Women’s Division is Lynn
Terreano and in the Men’s Division
Joe Fonseca.
Men’s B Winner will be decided
when Mark Catania plays Chris
Bercolla.
Men’s C W'inner is Arthur
Leonard.
Men’s Novice Winner is Len
Kiernan.
Volleyball: We have had some ex
citing Sunday nights in the
fieldhouse recently. As the season
winds down and we near the
playoffs. We would like to
recognize team number 11, Via
Newton, although they have yet to
win a game their effort and atten
dance has been superior!
Also without any forfeits are: In
Your Face, Zimbabwes, Alabama

Slammers, Pat Buckley’s Team
Women’s 5 On 5 B-ball is in its
fourth week o f play. League
leaders are The Trucksters and
Tatutin. Also, look for a strong
showing by past league champion,
The Senators captained by Sharon
Stark.
Men’s 5 On 5 Hoop: The hoop
league reached its pinnacle of ac
tion last week as every team played
1 or 2 games except for the Skiddogs (due to a computer bug in the
scheduling program). The playoff
picture is clearing up and standings
will be posted after vacation.
WaterPolo: It was the closest vic
tory yet for the Abdominal
Cramps, but they defeated the
Rubber Duckies, 28-18. Mary Flick
and Cheryl Adams fired the ball in
the net, on passes from Merv
Smith, Brian Roberts and Paul
Leonard. To seal the victory, Mike
Pinto played well in net. Playing
well for the Rubber Duckies was
Mary Pendergast.
The Abdominal Cramps now
lead the league 4-0.
Women’s Soccer began last week in
the Peterson Recreation Center.
Twisted Sister, last year’s cham
pions look to be the leading con
tender in the league. Alicia Moran

T his Spring Break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just hom e for a visit,
Greyhound®can take you there. For no more
than $59, one w ay, if you buy a round-trip
ticket.
From February 7 through May 19, all
you do is show us yo u r college student I.D .
card w hen you purchase your ticket. Your

played goal for the Sisters and turn
ed back shot after shot. Behind the
offensive play of Sue Tower and
Sue Flynn the Twisted Sisters were
unstoppable. The final score was
4-1.
Men’s Soccer action continues in
the Peterson Recreation Center.
The Booters defeated Hum Along
with Mitch 3-2, despite fine goal
tending play by Kevin Meary and
defensive play be Bill Mclntire. The
Happening Club continues to show
why they dominate the soccer
league game after game.
Women’s Ice Hockey Ref’s John
Brennan and John Mulhearn wish
to commend Mona’s Team for
their dedication to the game of ice
hockey. These girls are definitely
going to be a contender in the
playoffs.
Men’s Ice Hockey: The Queefers
rolled to 6-0, led by the main Queef
Dave Lunzillo. His amazing
stickhandling abilities have put his
team atop the A division. While
Jerry’s Kids have just come off of
a two game winning streak and
have quickly jumped back into the
competition for the t-shirts.
Leading the offensive attack down
at Schneider Arena is Kurt King,
Timmy Doyle, and Sean Sweeney.

Defensively the team is held
together by Dave Lan, and Matt
Dooley. Captain John Schon has
been sorely missed after injuring
his knee in a skiing accident. We
wish him a speedy recovery.
Features Section: The Friars Club
not normally recognized for their
basketball prowess met head to
head with the PC Security Guard
hoop team to settle Julting John
Chipman’s long standing vendetta

Track Recap
by Pauline Weller
I’ll bet you haven’t heard about
. the successes of the women’s track
team this season. Why? The suc
cesses are due to excellent coaching
and a lot of hard work. The lack
of press? That’s my fault.
The team consists of 5 seniors,
4 juniors, 3 sophomores and 7
freshmen. They have had more
members qualify for the New
England Championship than ever
before, and the Big East is still a
week and 'A away! An update is in
order...
The season began last month at
the Dartmouth Invitational Meet,
where only 8 members competed.
Jackie McKinney ran through two
NE qualifying times: in the 400
meters and the 4x200 relay. Chris
Soucv, Sue Healy and Crystal

ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days
from the date o f purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 o r less.
' For m ore information, call Greyhound.
Musi present a valid college student I.D. card upon purchase. No
other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for
travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc., and other participating earners
Certain restrictions apply. Offereffective 2.7*86. Offer limned. Not
valid in Canada.

f GO GREYHOUND
" A n d leave the d riv in g to us:
1 Sabin Street, 7 51-8800
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against the Guards. The teams were
deadlocked until Jumpin Jerry
Coggins set Mr. Municipal Bond
Hurley up for the dunk heard
round the world. Abela the Fella
and Pretty Boy Danno Mclaughlin
continued to play above the rim to
dominate the boards. Scooteman
Bill Creamer and Muscle Head
Sean Fennel applied the pressure
down the stretch to enable the
Friars to cruise to an 80-68 victory.

Jones completed the relay team.
Seniors Nicki Hronjak and Janet
Magner took 2nd and 3rd places
respectively in the 3000 meters.
The Rhode Island Champion
ships were held at Brown Univer
sity where freshman sensation
Crystal Jones won the long jump
(17’ 6 ” ). Freshman Helen
Lastovica took a 3rd place in the
Just a few days later in the
Brown-Northeastern-Springfield
meet, Lastovica won the triple
jump (34’ 3” ) while Jones took 3rd
in the long jump (17’ 4” ). Other
highlights from this meet included
freshman Trish Logan’s victory in
the 3000m (10:03). Marialena
Aylsebury contributed an amazing
time (11:05) considering she had
taken eight weeks off due to stress
fractures in both legs.
Cheryl Smith qualified for the
New England’s with her second
place finish in the 800m (2:19.6).
Cheryl McGowan was close behind
to take 3rd place (2:20).
An invitational meet at Tufts
Univeristy followed a week later.
Seniors Cheryl Smith and Nicki
Hronjak ran to victory in their
respective races; each qualified for
the New England’s as well. Smith
won the 1000m,and Hronjak won
the 5000m (17:52).
The two team relays were suc
cessful as well. The 4x800 ran to
2nd place with Wendy Bruer, Piper
Faulkner, Katie Dowling and Jesse
Cancro competing. The 4x200 team
took 3rd place with Jackie McKin
ney, Mary Kelly, Sue Healy and
Chris Soucy competing.
The team’s most recent meet
took place at Southern Connecticut
State U on February 9. Trish
Logan dominated the competition
in the 3000 meters with an incredi
ble time of 9:43. This time met the
qualifying standards of the ECAC
meet in March. Congratulations
Logan!
McGowan was victorious in the
1000 meters where she qualified for
the New England’s (2:44). Janet
Magner took 2nd place in the
5000m (18:56). Chris Soucy finish
ed 2nd in the 600m where she
qualified for the New England’s.
Crystal Jones took 2nd place in
the long jump and Helen Lastovica
took 2nd in the triple jump. Jen
nifer Rush ran a dramatic race to
finish 2nd in her heat of the 3000
(11:00)..
★ MEN’S HOCKEY
Continued from pg. 20
in a row...the record now stands at
9-20-1...the 20 losses is a school
record but this is a little deceiving
because the team plays so many
more games....last year’s NCAA
runner-ups finished with 17
losses..the home record is 5-9-1 but
considering the support, or lack of
it at Schneider Arena, home and
away means very little...PC took
the season series 2-1 with the two
wins coming at Maine in
November...PC leads the overall
series 11-5...in the eight game slide
the Friars are averaging just over
1.6 goals per game...Thursday’s
Northeastern game was John
Devoe’s 100th as a Friar...Next up
is Boston College Thursday
night...PC’s last win came against
the Eagles on Jan. 14...it is a key
game if the Friars are to hold of
Lowell in the battle for the last
home ice berth...in the Hockey
East playoffs the regular season
champion will get a by with 2-4
hosting 5-7 in quarterfinal ac
tion...the winners will advance to
the Civic Center for the semi’s and
finals...the quarters will be two
game, total goal series.
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Lady Friars Beat Huskies
Women’s Basketball is 17-4
by Kevin Sghia
Defense, defense and even more
defense carried the Lady Friars
basketball team to their eight con
secutive victory, a 76-65 defeat of
Northeastern last Saturday in
Alumni Hall.
Point number one, the Lady
Friars defense was constantly
changing between a man to man
and a one-three-one zone and all
the switching confused Nor
theastern. At one point late in the
first half Providence upped a 32-20
lead to 42-24 at the half following
back to back 30 second violations
by the Lady Huskies.
The Lady Friars defensive
tenacity forced 25 turnovers in the
game and 15 in the all important
first half when they opened up a 16
point lead.
Finally, the Lady Friars held
Northeastern to a field goal percen
tage of 47.2 for the game and
limited their opponents to a paltry
eight offensive rebounds.
All o f the fantastic defensive
numbers led to another strong of
fensive transition game by Pro
vidence. Doris Sable, the outstan
ding Lady Friar point guard scored
23 points to lead the Friars with 8
of 10 from the field and a perfect
7 for 7 from the line. However,
Sable did more than just score in
her 29 minutes of play. The junior
point guard dished out 7 assists and
ran offense a precision leading Pro
vidence to numerous back door
baskets.
“ Doris was awesome,” stated
Lady Friar head coach Bob Foley.

game become sloppy. North
Eastern’s Carla Singletary was able
to capitalize by going 8 for 8 from
the line and boosting her scoring
total by a game high 28.
Earlier in the week PC notched,
win number 16 by defeating Boston
College 77-71 at BC.
Key players in the win were King
and Sable who helped the Lady
Friars recover from an early 10
point deficit to gain a three point
half time lead.
“ We were able to run a lot in the
second half,” said Cathy Parsons
one of the assistant coaches for the
Lady Friars. “ We know we were in
a good position after what we
though was a lousy first half and
we still had a lead.”
King had 24 points and Burke
had 10 rebounds in the win.
The two wins this past week keep
Providence atop the Big East with
a 10-2 conference record. The wins
also move PC closer to their first
ever NCAA tournament berth.
“ We have had a 360 degree tur
naround this year,” said Powers.
“ We have had a great coaching
staff, we are all friends on and off
of the ball court and the support
of our fans has helped.”
Providence will next play St.
Johns tonight at Alumni Hall. The
Lady Friars’ last lost was to St.
Johns by 18 in New York under
adverse conditions according to
assistant coach Parsons. As for this
upcoming game, Sable said with a
smile, “ We want them bad.”

“ It was probably her best game of
the year. She was able to recognize
the lane to the basket and when
they where overplaying our
“The lanes were open tonight,"
commented Sable, “ Our transistion game opened up also because
we played tough man to man and
were working real hard.”
The transistion game was open
to PC all night and the now 17-4
Lady Friars were able to take ad
vantage of many of their fastbreak
baskets., Britt King and Joanie
Powers also scored in double
figures for PC. King was position
ed strongly in the middle all night
and pulled down 13 rebounds and
scored 20 points. Powers scored 12
points, 10 by halftime and she has
3 steals to go along with her scor
ing. Mary Burke also had 9 points
for Providence despite foul trouble
which limited her playing time.
“ Our man to man and onethree-one definitely got our transi
tion going,” said Powers. “ We
were able to get the outlet pass and
“ We still have a long way to
go,” Powers continued. “ We have
a lot more to improve on defensive
ly as a unit we need to consistently
box out.”
You could have fooled the some
350 in attendance because Pro
vidence dominated defensively.
Only in the last five minutes when
the game had already been decid
ed with the Lady Friars holding a
commanding 20 point lead did the

Sports Schedule
Wednesday, February 12, 1986
Women’s Basketball vs St. John's...............................................................
Thursday, February 13, 1986

.

.7:00 pm

Saturday, February 15. 1986
Women’s Hockey at New Hampshire.................

.......2:00 pm

Sunday, February 16. 1986
Women’s Hockey

Maine Halts Skating Friars
by Pat Nero
Sometimes when things are go
ing bad they get worse before get
ting better. For the Providence Col
lege men’s hockey team things can
only get better. Despite playing one
o f their better games in recent
weeks, the Friars dropped a tough
3-2 decision to the University of
Maine Black Bears.
Not that the Friars did not have
their chances to beat the Bears.
Maine started off the game with
two power plays in the first five
minutes. The PC penalty killers
took control and held Maine
scoreless. The Friars got their best
opportunity of the period when
Tim Sullivan took a Jim Robbins
feed and broke in on UMO goalie
A1 Loring. Loring came out on
Sullivan and deflected his shot wide

o f the net.
Sullivan got another chance with
three minutes gone by in the se
cond. This time it was not wasted
as he took an Artie Yeomolakis
centering pass and beat a surpris
ed Loring. PC just missed going up
by two when a minute later Steve
Bianchi’s shot from the point, beat
Loring but bounced o ff the
crossbar. This would be an omen
of things to come.
Ron Hellen tied it up for Maine
at the 8:35 mark when he beat
Chris Terreri with a flip shot just
outside the reach of his glove.
Maine then took the lead for good
10 minutes later when Jay Mazure
bounced one into the net after the
puck came loose from behind the
Down one goal in the third, PC’s
Rene Boudreault had a gret chance
to tie it at the seven minute mark.

He picked up a loose puck in the
slot and walked right in on Loring.
The goalie came out and cut off
Boudreault’s angle leaving him
very little net. The shot was right
at Loring; he covered it up robb
ing PC of the tie.
With six minutes left Bob Corkum gave Maine a very big in
surance goal. Corkum finished off
a nice 3 on 1 when he beat Terreri
over the left shoulder. The Friars
got that one back seven minutes
later when Bianchi fed Lance
Nelson for a tip in, cutting the
deficit in half and giving PC one
last hope. They pulled Terreri with
45 seconds left but were unable to
get any great shots.
Friar Facts: The loss was the eighth
★ MEN’S HOCKEY
Continued on pg. 19

Picking the 1988
Olympic Hoops Coach
Hey, what’s the problem?
Here we are with little more than
two years to go until the 1988
Olympics in Seoul, South Koreak,
and we still haven’t named our
replacement for Bobby Knight,
Dave Gavitt, and Dean Smith.
They were, you recall, our last
three Olympic basketball coaches,
though Gavitt had to take a rain
check because President Carter
thought by not going to Moscow
for the 1980 Games that the Rus
sian bear would release his hug on
Afghanistan.
From the top, let’s realize that if
the Eastern bloc nations had been
present at LaLa Land last year, we
would have only received about 65
percent of the gold that we did.
Look to South Korea to be the first
true Olympics in 12 years, since
Dean Smith brought back the
basketball trophy from Montreal in
’76.
Now, as to the selection of the
coach'.
The selection process is a simple
one. The Olympic Basketball Com
mittee, which is made up of 16 peo
ple, recommends seven or eight
candidates to the United States
Olympic Committee, who makes
the final selection.
Here are things the Committee
must keep in mind, when it makes
up its list:
First, the coach obviously has to
be a Divsion I coach because he has
to be visible, to command the
respect o f the future NBA
millionaires temporarily under his
command. And, he has to be
Caesar’s wife, above suspicion.
There can be no investigation, no
possible probation, lurking over his
shoulder from the NCAA.
Finally, the coach obviously has
to be a Division I coach because he
hs to be visible, to command the
respect o f the future NBA
millionaires temporarily under his
command. And, he has to be
Caesar’s wife, above suspicion.
There can be no investigation, no
possible probation, lurking over his
shoulder from the NCAA.
Finally, the committee should
remember that one o f the biggest
assets American players have over
players from the rest of the world
is defense. So their choice should
be a coach who is defensiveorientated, who is known for his

ability to teach good team defense.
The point is: No matter who is
chosen, it should be done now.
Why? Because whoever the
coach is, he must have his two-year
period to go through the procedure
of selecting the team, and picking
his assistants for their ability, not
from the good ol’ boy system.
Most importantly, our Olympic
coach must have time to familiarize
the players with International Play
during the next two summers. He
must be able to pick a couple of
trial teams to be sent out in the
summer of ’87, so the players can
learn the ins and outs of Interna
tional Play, and become aware of
what happens when you’re not
playing on your own block, like we
did in ’84.
One major problem that the
round ball fan is not aware o f is
that the 1988 Games are bing
played from Sept. 17 to Oct. 2.
How are we going to get the NBA
to allow first round draft choices,
ala Danny Manning, to play on the
Olympic team when their NBA
schedule is starting up? An how are
the universities going to allow
ballplayers to go ionto training and
miss the first \ / i months of
schooling?
Don’t get me wrong. These pro
blems can be solved. But it’s time
to get the machinery in process.
Picking the coach is the first step.
He’s the fountainhead, the ramrod,
to pull things together, get things
organized through the NBA, the
NCAA, the college presidents, and
the players.
There are some pre-requisites:
The college presidents must set up
a tutoring system for the players.
The NBA must allow a grace
period for all seniors that year. The
players have to make a firm com
mitment by the end o f their junior
year. And the NCAA and the
Olympic Committee must get
together, as governing bodies, to
iron out any.problems that may
arise.
As far as The Games go, 1 still
believe the basketball competition
will be a two-horse race between
the USSR and the USA, but only
if we can put the caliber of players
and coaches on the floor, like we
did in ’84.
Continued on pg. 18

